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Abstract
The validity of majority rule in an election with but two candidates—
and so also of Condorcet consistency—is challenged. Axioms based on
measures—paralleling those of K. O. May characterizing majority rule for
two candidates based on comparisons—lead to another method that is
unique in agreeing with the majority rule on pairs of “polarized” candidates. The method—majority judgment—meets R. A. Dahl’s requirement
that an apathetic majority does not always defeat an intense minority.
It is a practical method that accommodates any number of candidates,
avoids both the Condorcet and Arrow paradoxes, and best resists strategic
manipulation.
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Introduction

Elections measure.
Voters express themselves, a rule amalgamates them, the candidates’ scores—
measures of support—determine their order of finish, and the winner.
Traditional methods ask voters to express themselves by comparing them:
• ticking one candidate at most (majority rule, first-past-the-post) or several
candidates (approval voting), candidates’ total ticks ranking them;
• rank-ordering the candidates (Borda rule, alternative vote or preferential
voting, Llull’s rule, Dasgupta-Maskin method, . . . ), differently derived
numerical scores ranking them.
However, no traditional method contains a hint about how to measure the support of one candidate.1 Instead, the theory of voting (or of social choice) elevates to a basic distinguishing axiom the faith that in an election between two
candidates majority rule is the only proper rule. Every traditional method of
voting tries to generalize majority rule to more candidates and reduces to it
when there are only two candidates. Yet majority rule decides unambiguously
only when there are two candidates: it says nothing when there is only one and
its generalizations to three or more are incoherent.
Using the majority rule to choose one of two candidates is widely accepted
as infallible: since infancy who in this world has not participated in raising
her hand to reach a collective decision on two alternatives? A. de Tocqueville
believed “It is the very essence of democratic governments that the dominance
of the majority be absolute; for other than the majority, in democracies, there
is nothing that resists” ([65], p. 379)2 . Judging from W. Sadurski’s assertion—
“The legitimating force of the majority rule is so pervasive that we often do
not notice it and rarely do we question it: We usually take it for granted”
([58], p. 39)—that conviction seems ever firmer today. Students of social choice
unanimously accept majority rule for choosing between two alternatives, and
much of the literature takes Condorcet consistency—that a candidate who defeats each of the others separately in majority votes must be the winner (the
Condorcet-winner )—to be either axiomatic or a most desirable property.
Why this universal acceptance of majority rule for two candidates? First, the
habit of centuries; second, K.O. May’s [46] axiomatic characterization; third, the
fact that it is strategy-proof or incentive compatible, i.e., that a voter’s optimal
strategy is to vote truthfully; fourth, the Condorcet jury theorem [25].
Regrettably, as will be shown, the majority rule can easily go wrong when
voting on but two candidates. Moreover, asking voters to compare candidates
when there are three or more inevitably invites the Condorcet and Arrow paradoxes. The first shows that it is possible for a method to yield a non-transitive
1 A significant number of elections, including U.S. congressional elections, have but one
candidate.
2 Our translation of: “Il est de l’essence même des gouvernements démocratiques que
l’empire de la majorité y soit absolu; car en dehors de la majorité, dans les démocraties,
il n’y a rein qui résiste.”
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order of the candidates, so no winner [25]. It occurs, e.g., in elections [43],
in figure skating ([5] pp. 139-146, [9]), in wine-tasting [7]. The second shows
that the presence or absence of a (often minor) candidate can change the final outcome among the others. It occurs frequently, sometimes with dramatic
global consequences, e.g., the election of George W. Bush in 2000 because of the
candidacy of Ralph Nader in Florida; the election of Nicolas Sarkozy in 2007
although all the evidence shows François Bayrou, eliminated in the first-round,
was the Condorcet-winner.
How are these paradoxes to be avoided? Some implicitly accept one or the
other (e.g., Borda’s method, Condorcet’s method). Others believe voters’ preferences are governed by some inherent restrictive property. For example, Dasgupta and Maskin [28, 27] appeal to the idea that voters’ preferences exhibit
regularities—they are “single-peaked,” meaning candidates may be ordered on
(say) a left/right political spectrum so that any voter’s preference peaks on some
candidate and declines in both directions from her favorite; or they satisfy “limited agreement,” meaning that for every three candidates there is one that no
voter ranks in the middle. Another possibility is the “single crossing” restriction
(e.g., [13, 55]): it posits that both candidates and voters may be aligned on a
(say) left/right spectrum and the more a voter is to the right the more she will
prefer a candidate to the right. Such restrictions could in theory reflect sincere
patterns of preference in some situations; nevertheless in all such cases voters
could well cast strategic ballots of a very different stripe.
All the sets of ballots that we have studied show that actual ballots are in
no sense restricted. There are many examples. An approval voting experiment
was conducted in parallel with the first-round of the 2002 French presidential
election that had 16 candidates. 2,587 voters participated and cast 813 different
ballots: had the preferences been single-peaked and truthful there could have
been at most 137 sincere ballots ([5] p. 117). A Social Choice and Welfare Society presidential election included an experiment that asked voters to give their
preferences among the three candidates: they failed to satisfy any of the above
restrictions [21, 57]. A majority judgment voting experiment was conducted in
Orsay in parallel with the first-round of the 2007 French presidential election
that had 16 candidates ([5] pp. 112-115, [6]). 1,733 valid ballots expressed the
opinions of voters according to a scale, so their preferences could be deduced.
1,705 ballots were different and many seemed devoid of any discernible political explanation. For example, there were three major candidates, a rightist
(Sarkozy), a centrist (Bayrou) and a leftist (Royal). 14.3% evaluated Sarkozy
and Royal the same, 4.1% gave both their highest evaluation; 17.9% evaluated
Sarkozy and Bayrou the same, 10.6% gave both their highest evaluation; 23.3%
evaluated Bayrou and Royal the same, 11.7% gave both their highest evaluation; and 4.8% evaluated all three the same, 4.1% gave all three their highest
evaluation. Real ballots—the voters’ true opinions or strategic choices—eschew
ideological divides, sometimes in significant numbers.
One of the reasons that things go so wrong is that the majority rule on two
candidates and first-past-the-post on many candidates measure badly. Voters
are charged with nothing other than to tick the name of at most one candidate:
2

they are not even asked to tick the name of their favorite candidate. Thus
voters are not given the means to express their opinions. A striking example
of poor measurement is the 2002 French presidential election. There were 16
candidates, among them J. Chirac (the outgoing rightist President), L. Jospin
(the outgoing socialist Prime Minister), and J.-M. Le Pen (the extreme right
leader). France expected a run-off between Chirac and Jospin, and most polls
predicted a Jospin victory. Chirac had 19.88% of the votes, Le Pen 16.86%, so
Jospin’s 16.18% eliminated him (another instance of Arrow’s paradox). Chirac’s
82.2% in the run-off with Le Pen in no way measured his support in the nation.
Another example is the 2007 French presidential election (already mentioned)
that saw the Condorcet-winner Bayrou eliminated.
All of this, we conclude, shows that the domain of voters’ preferences is in
real life unrestricted, so that an entirely different approach is needed that gives
voters the means to better express their opinions.
This has motivated the development of majority judgment [5, 9] based on
a different paradigm: instead of comparing candidates, voters are explicitly
charged with a solemn task of expressing their opinions precisely by evaluating
the merit of every candidate in an ordinal scale of measurement or language of
grades. Thus, for example, the task in a presidential election could be:
“Having taken into account all relevant considerations, I judge, in
conscience, that as President of the European Union each of the
following candidates would be:”
The language of grades constituting the possible answers may contain any number of grades though in elections with many voters six or seven such as those
that follow have proven to be good choices:
Outstanding, Excellent, Very Good, Good, Fair, Poor, To Reject.
The method then specifies that majorities determine the electorate’s evaluation
of each candidate and the ranking between every pair of candidates—necessarily
transitive—with the first-placed among them the winner.
The infallibility of majority rule on two candidates has been challenged
across the ages. R. A. Dahl charged: “By making ‘most preferred’ equivalent to ‘preferred by most’ we deliberately bypassed a crucial problem: What if
the minority prefers its alternative much more passionately than the majority
prefers a contrary alternative? Does the majority principle still make sense?
This is the problem of intensity. . . . [W]ould it be possible to construct rules
so that an apathetic majority only slightly preferring its alternative could not
override a minority strongly preferring its alternative?” ([26], pp. 90, 92, our
emphasis). He proposed no such rules: majority judgment, it is argued, meets
his objectives so provides a solution to the intensity problem.
This article begins by giving a new description of majority judgment that
emphasizes how and why it naturally emerges from the majority principle when
the electorate assigns grades to candidates. It may disagree with the majority
rule on two candidates (in theory and practice), but that is as it should be since
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the majority rule on two candidates makes serious mistakes (in theory and practice). However, a new characterization of majority judgment is given that shows
it is the unique method that agrees with the majority rule on comparing pairs of
candidates—not in all circumstances but—when a pair is “polarized,” meaning,
roughly speaking, the higher (the lower) a voter evaluates one candidate the
lower (the higher) she evaluates the other, so there can be no consensus. It is
precisely in such cases that voters are most tempted to manipulate but cannot
because majority judgment agrees with the majority rule in these cases, and
majority rule is strategy proof between any pair of candidates.
This characterization clarifies the recurring criticism that majority judgment
is not Condorcet-consistent: it is Condorcet-consistent in those cases when
voters are most tempted to manipulate.
Our aim has been to develop a practical, easily usable method to rank candidates and competitors. Majority judgment avoids the major drawbacks of the
traditional theory—most importantly, the Condorcet and Arrow paradoxes—
and combats manipulation, yet agrees with majority rule when, as is argued,
majority rule makes most sense. We believe its proven properties together with
the evidence of its use in practice and in experiments shows—to borrow an
expression used in [28, 27]—that it “works well.”

2

Evaluating to rank

Walter Lippmann wrote in 1925,
“But what in fact is an election? We call it an expression of the
popular will. But is it? We go into a polling booth and mark a cross
on a piece of paper for one of two, or perhaps three or four names.
Have we expressed our thoughts . . . ? Presumably we have a number
of thoughts on this and that with many buts and ifs and ors. Surely
the cross on a piece of paper does not express them.. . . [C]alling a
vote the expression of our mind is an empty fiction.” ([44], pp.
106-107)
Except for elections the practice in virtually every instance that ranks entities is to evaluate each of them (see [5], chapters 7 and 8). The Guide Michelin
uses stars to rate restaurants and hotels. Competitive diving, figure skating, and
gymnastics use carefully defined number scales. Wine competitions use words:
Excellent, Very Good, Good, Passable, Inadequate, Mediocre, Bad. Students
are graded by letters, numbers, or phrases. Pain uses sentences to describe each
element of a scale that is numbered from 0 (“Pain free”) to 10 (“Unconscious.
Pain makes you pass out.”), a 7 defined by “Makes it difficult to concentrate,
interferes with sleep. You can still function with effort. Strong painkillers are
only partially effective.”
In the political sphere polls, seeking more probing information about voter
opinion, also ask more. Thus a Harris poll: “. . . [H]ow would you rate the
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overall job that President Barack Obama is doing on the economy?” Among
the answers spanning 2009 to 2014 were those given in Table 1.
March 2009
March 2011
March 2013

Excellent
13%
5%
6%

Pretty good
34%
28%
27%

Only fair
30%
29%
26%

Poor
23%
38%
41%

Table 1. Measures evaluating the performance of Obama on the economy [41].
It is not only natural to use measures to evaluate one alternative—a performance, a restaurant, a wine, or a politician—but necessary.
To be able to measure the support a candidate enjoys, a voter must be
given the means to express her opinions or “feelings.” To assure that voters are
treated equally, voters must be confined to a set of expressions that is shared
by all. To allow for meaningful gradations—different shades ranging from very
positive, through mediocre, to very negative—the gradations must faithfully
represent the possible likes and dislikes. Such finite, ordered sets of evaluations
are common and accepted in every day life. Call it a scale or common language
of grades Λ linearly ordered by .
An electorate’s opinion profile on a candidate is the set of her, his, or its
grades α = (α1 , . . . αn ), where αj ∈ Λ is voter j’s evaluation of the candidate.
Since voters must have equal voices, only the grades can count: which voter
gave what grade should have no impact on the electorate’s global measure of a
candidate. The number of times each grade occurs or their percentages (as in
Table 1) is called the candidates’s merit profile (to distinguish it from an opinion
profile that specifies the grade given the candidate by each of the judges). A
candidate’s merit profile will always be written from the highest grades on the
left down to the lowest on the right.

2.1

Majority judgment

Majority judgment naturally emerges from the majority principle.
What is the electorate’s majority opinion of a candidate with grades α =
(α1 , . . . , αn )? An example best conveys the basic idea. In the spring of 2015
majority judgment was used by a jury of six (J1 to J6 ) at LAMSADE, Université
Paris-Dauphine to rank six students (A to F ) seeking fellowships to prepare
Ph.D dissertations. The jury agreed their solemn task was to evaluate the
students and chose the language of grades
Excellent, Very Good, Good, Passable, Insufficient.
The opinion profile of candidate C was
C:

J1
Passable

J2
Excellent

J3
Good

5

J4
V. Good

J5
V. Good

J6
Excellent

Since voters or judges must have equal voices, only the grades count, not
which voter or judge gave what grade. Accordingly the number of times each
grade occurs or their percentages is called the candidate’s merit profile, always
written from the highest grades on the left down to the lowest on the right. C’s
merit profile was
C:

Excellent

Excellent

V. Good

l

V. Good

Good

Passable

The middle of C’s grades in the merit profile is indicated by a two-sided arrow.
There is a majority of 66 —unanimity—for C’s grade to be at most Excellent
and at least Passable, or for [Excellent, Passable]; a majority of 56 for C’s grade
to be at most Excellent and at least Good, or for [Excellent, Good ]; and a
majority of 64 for C’s grade to be at most Very Good and at least Very Good,
or for [Very Good, Very Good ]. The closer the two—equally distant from the
middle—are to the middle, the closer are their values, so the more accurate is
the majority decision. When the two are equal it is the “majority-grade” and
it suffices to specify one grade. If n is odd there is certain to be a bare absolute
majority for a single grade; if n is even and the middlemost grades are different
(very rare in a large electorate) there is a majority consensus for two grades.
In general, letting α = (α1 , α2 , . . . , αn ) be a candidate A’s set of n grades
written from highest to lowest, αi  αi+1 for all i, there is a majority of (at
for A’s grade to be at most αk and at least αn−k+1 , for all 1 ≤
least) n−k+1
n
k ≤ (n + 1)/2. Call this the ( n−k+1
)-majority for [αk , αn−k+1 ]. When k > h
n
n−k+1
the two grades of the ( n )-majority are closer together than (or the same
as) those of the ( n−h+1
)-majority: they are more accurate.
n
A measure of A’s global merit is the most accurate possible majority decision
on A’s grades. C’s majority-grade is Very Good, Obama’s majority-grade in each
of the evaluations of his performance on the economy (Table 1) is Only fair.
How does a majority of an electorate rank candidates having sets of grades?
For example, how does it rank two distributions of grades of Obama’s performance at different dates (Table 1)? Had the March 2011 or 2013 distributions
been identical to that on March 2009 the electorate would have judged the performances to be the same. In fact, Obama’s March 2009 evaluations “dominate”
those of the same month in 2011 and 2013 and so the electorate clearly ranks
it highest; but it is not clear how to compare the evaluations in 2011 and 2013.
In general, a candidate A’s merit profile α = (α1 , α2 , . . . , αn ) dominates B’s
merit profile β = (β1 , β2 , . . . , βn ) (both written from highest to lowest) when
αi  βi for all i and αk  βk for at least one k (equivalently, when A has at least
as many of the highest grade as B, at least as many of the two highest grades,. . . ,
at least as many of the k highest grades for all k, and at least one “at least” is
“more”). Any reasonable method of ranking should respect domination: namely,
evaluate one candidate above another when that candidate’s grades dominate
the other’s. Surprisingly, some methods do not (as will be seen).
With m candidates the basic input is an electorate’s opinion profile: it gives
the grades assigned to every candidate by each voter and may be represented
as a matrix α = (αij ) of m rows (one for each candidate) and n columns
6

(one for each voter), αij the grade assigned to candidate i by voter j. Table
2a gives the LAMSADE Jury’s opinion profile. The preference profile of the
traditional theory—voters’ rank-orderings of the candidates—may be deduced
from the opinion profile whenever the language of grades is sufficiently rich for a
voter to distinguish between any two candidates when he evaluates their merit
differently. Thus, for example, J1 ’s preferences are A ≈ B  D ≈ F  E  C.
Note that no judge used all five grades even though there were six candidates.
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

J1
Excellent
Excellent
Passable
V. Good
Good
V. Good

J2
Excellent
V. Good
Excellent
Good
Passable
Passable

J3
V. Good
V. Good
Good
Passable
V. Good
Insufficient

J4
Excellent
V. Good
V. Good
Good
Good
Passable

J5
Excellent
Good
V. Good
Good
Good
Passable

J6
Excellent
V. Good
Excellent
Good
Good
Good

Table 2a. Opinion profile, LAMSADE Jury.3
To see how majority judgment (MJ) ranks the candidates of the LAMSADE
Jury consider the corresponding merit profile given in two equivalent forms:
extensively (Table 2b) and by counts of grades (Table 2c).
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
V. Good
V. Good
V. Good

Excellent
V. Good
Excellent
Good
Good
Good

Excellent
V. Good
V. Good
Good
Good
Passable

Excellent
V. Good
V. Good
Good
Good
Passable

Excellent
V. Good
Good
Good
Good
Passable

V. Good
Good
Passable
Passable
Passable
Insufficent

Table 2b. Merit profile (extensive), LAMSADE Jury.

A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

Excellent
5
1
2

Very Good
1
4
2
1
1
1

Good

Passable

Insufficient

1
1
4
4
1

1
1
1
3

1

Table 2c. Merit profile (counts), LAMSADE Jury.
The 46 -majorities are indicated in bold in Tables 2b,c. A’s 46 -majority dominates all the others, so A is the MJ-winner; B’s and C’s dominate the remaining
candidates, so are next in the MJ-ranking; and D and E—tied in the MJ-ranking
since their sets of grades are identical—follow in the MJ-ranking since their 46 majorities dominate F ’s. How are B and C to be compared (Table 2d)?
3 The

order of the students is chosen to coincide with the MJ-ranking for clarity.
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B:
C:

Excellent
Excellent

[V. Good
[Excellent

V. Good
V. Good

l
l

V. Good
V. Good

V. Good ]
Good ]

Good
Passable

Table 2d. Merit profile, B and C, LAMSADE Jury.
Their 46 -majorities are identical but their 65 -majorities (indicated by square
brackets in Table 2d) differ: B’s is for [Very Good, Very Good ] and C’s for
[Excellent, Good ]. Since neither pair of grades dominates the other and there is
more consensus for B’s grades than for C’s, MJ ranks B above C.4 Thus the
MJ ranking is A M J B M J C M J D ≈M J E M J F .
In general, take A’s grades to be α = (α1 , α2 , . . . , αn ) and B’s to be β =
(β1 , β2 , . . . , βn ), both written from highest to lowest, and suppose the most ac)-majority for [α, α] 6=
curate majority where the candidates differ is the ( n−k+1
n
[β, β]. Thus for A, α = αk and α = αn−k+1 , similarly for B, and [αj , αn−j+1 ] =
[βj , βn−j+1 ] for k < j ≤ (n + 1)/2. [αk , αk+1 , . . . , αn−k , αn−k+1 ] is A’s middlemost block of grades relative to B, and [βk , βk+1 , . . . , βn−k , βn−k+1 ] is B’s
relative to A.
The majority-ranking M J ranks A above B when (a) A’s middlemost block
relative to B dominates B’s relative to A or (b) A’s middlemost block relative
to B is more consensual than B’s relative to A:

(a) α  β and α  β, with at least one  strict, or
(1)
A M J B when
(b) β  α  α  β;
otherwise, their sets of grades are identical and A ≈M J B. The most accurate
majority is either for a single grade called the majority-grade, or, when n is
even, it may be for two grades (very rare in a large electorate).
It is immediately evident that MJ respects domination; moreover, one candidate is necessarily ranked above another unless their grade distributions are
exactly the same. It is simple to show that MJ gives a transitive ordering when
there are more than two candidates.
A
C
B
D
E
F

A
–
1
1
0
0.5
0

C
5
–
2.5
1
2
1

B
5
3.5
–
0.5
1
0

D
6
5
5.5
–
2.5
1

E
5.5
4
5
3.5
–
2

F
6
5
6
5
4
–

Borda score
5.5
3.7
4.0
2.0
2.0
0.8

Table 2e. Face-to-face majority rule votes, LAMSADE Jury.
It is of interest to contrast the MJ ranking with the rankings obtained by
traditional methods based on comparisons, so on the preference profile. Condorcet’s method is the majority rule whenever the result is transitive. Borda’s
4 This is related to Hammond’s equity principle [40] and is also implied by the Rawlsian
criterion, B’s minimum being above C’s.
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method ranks the candidates according to the average of each candidate’s votes
against all others, their Borda scores. Assuming a higher grade for one candidate against another means a preference for him and a tied grade indifference,
and counting an indifference a 12 -win, Table 2e gives the pertinent data (e.g.,
A’s row shows A with 5 votes—4 preferences, 2 indifferences—defeats C).
The Condorcet ranking differs from the MJ ranking, A Condo C Condo
B Condo D Condo E Condo F. On the other hand the Borda ranking is
identical to the MJ ranking, A Borda B Borda C Borda D ≈Borda E Borda
F . Here the majority rule between D and E makes D the winner (2 preferences,
3 indifferences) though they have identical sets of grades; it might with equal
chance have gone the other way with the same set of grades.

2.2

Majority judgment with many voters

When there are many voters simpler arithmetic is almost always sufficient to
determine the MJ ranking. This is due to two facts: the most accurate majority decision concerning a candidate is generically a single grade—the majoritygrade—and (1b) almost never occurs, so it suffices to detect when a difference in
grades first occurs according to (1a). An example shows why this simplification
works.
Terra Nova, a Parisian think-tank, sponsored a national presidential poll
carried out by OpinionWay April 12-16, 2012 (just before the first-round of the
election on April 22) to compare MJ with other methods. 993 participants voted
with MJ and also according to usual practice—first-past-the-post (FPP) among
all ten candidates, followed by a MR run-off between every pair of the expected
five leaders in the first-round. Since the results of FPP varied slightly from the
actual national percentages on election day (up to 5%) a set of 737 ballots was
found for which those tallies are closely matched and are presented here.
An important practical aspect of MJ—that has theoretical implications discussed in Section 9.3—needs be repeated. An MJ ballot should pose a precise
question in asking for a voter’s response that depends on the particular application. For this poll the question was: “As President of France, in view of all
relevant considereations, I judge, in conscience, that each of these candidates
would be:” to which the voter is asked to answer with one of the available
evaluations. In the case of the LAMSADE Jury the question was clearly posed
when the judges chose the scale of grades.
To begin consider one candidate’s merit profile (“H” for Hollande). 50% of
the grades are to the left of the middle, 50% are to the right:

H

Outstanding
12.48%

Excellent
16.15%

Very
Good
16.42%

Good

l

Good

Fair

Poor

4.95%

l

6.72%

14.79%

14.25%

To
Reject
14.24%

Hollande’s majority-grade is Good because there is a (50 + )%-majority5 for
[Good, Good ] for every , 0 <  ≤ 4.95. Similarly, there is a (54.95+)%-majority
for [Very Good, Good ] for every , 0 <  ≤ 1.77, and a (56.72 + )%-majority
5

may be thought of as one grade.
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for [Very Good, Fair ] for every , 0 <  ≤ 8.07. The x%-majority decision may
be found for any x% > 50%.
The MJ-ranking with many voters is determined in exactly the same manner
as when there are few: the most accurate majority where two candidates differ
decides. Compare, for example, Hollande (H) and Bayrou (B):

H
B

Outstanding
12.48%
2.58%

Excellent
16.15%
9.77%

Very
Good
16.42%
21.71%

Good

l

Good

Fair

Poor

4.95%
15.94%

l
l

6.72%
9.30%

14.79%
20.08%

14.25%
11.94%

To
Reject
14.24%
8.69%

Both have (50+)%-majorities for [Good, Good ] for every , 0 <  ≤ 4.95, so both
have the majority-grade Good. But for 0 <  ≤ 1.77 Hollande has a (54.95+)%majority for [Very Good, Good ] whereas Bayrou has a (54.95 + )%-majority for
[Good, Good ]. Since Hollande’s middlemost block dominates Bayrou’s, MJ ranks
Hollande above Bayrou. This happens because 4.95 < min{6.72, 15.94, 9.30}.
Had the smallest of these four numbers 4.95 been Hollande’s but to the right of
the middle, his (54.95 + )%-majority would have been for [Good, Fair ] whereas
Bayrou’s (54.95 + )%-majority would have remained [Good, Good ], putting
Bayrou ahead of Hollande. Finding the smallest of these four numbers is the
same as finding the highest percentage of each candidate’s grades strictly above
and strictly below their majority-grades: if that highest is the percentage above
the majority-grade it puts its candidate ahead, if that highest is the percentage
below it puts its candidate behind. The rule has another natural interpretation:
of the four sets of voters who disagree with the majority-grades the largest tips
the scales.
The general rule for ranking two candidates with many voters makes the
generic assumption that there is a (50+)%-majority,  > 0, for each candidate’s
majority-grade. Let pA to be the percentage of A’s grades strictly above her
majority-grade αA and qA the percentage of A’s grades strictly below αA . A’s
majority-gauge (MG) is (pA , αA , qA ). The majority-gauge rule M G ranks A
above B when

 αA  αB or,
αA = αB and pA > max{qA , pB , qB } or,
(2)
A M G B when

αA = αB and qB > max{pA , qA , pB }.
A unique maximum among the four numbers {pA , qA , pB , qB } is assumed.
A suggestive short-cut makes it easy to see the M G ranking. Adjoin +pA to
A’s majority-grade αA when pA > qA and adjoin −qA when pA < qA , then rank
in the natural way: if A’s majority-grade is higher than B’s then A leads, if both
have the same majority-grade then the one with the higher adjoined number
leads. With many voters it is almost sure that either pA > max{qA , pB , pq } or
qB > max{pA , qA , pB } so the majority-gauge rule is decisive (as it is almost sure
that the majority rule is decisive). When M G is decisive (written M G ) its
ranking is identical to that of M J by construction.
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The full merit profile of the French 2012 presidential poll is given in Table 3a.
The MJ(=MG)-ranking is given in Table 3b together with the first-past-the-post
(FPP) ranking to show the marked differences between them.

F. Hollande
F. Bayrou
N. Sarkozy
J.-L. Mélenchon
N. Dupont-Aignan
E. Joly
P. Poutou
M. Le Pen
N. Arthaud
J. Cheminade

Outstanding
12.48%
2.58%
9.63%
5.43%
0.54%
0.81%
0.14%
5.97%
0.00%
0.41%

Excellent
16.15%
9.77%
12.35%
9.50%
2.58%
2.99%
1.36%
7.33%
1.36%
0.81%

Very
Good
16.42%
21.71%
16.28%
12.89%
5.97%
6.51%
4.48%
9.50%
3.80%
2.44%

Good

Fair

Poor

11.67%
25.24%
10.99%
14.65%
11.26%
11.80%
7.73%
9.36%
6.51%
5.83%

14.79%
20.08%
11.13%
17.10%
20.22%
14.65%
12.48%
13.98%
13.16%
11.67%

14.25%
11.94%
7.87%
15.06%
25.51%
24.69%
28.09%
6.24%
25.24%
26.87%

To
Reject
14.24%
08.69%
31.75%
25.37%
33.92%
38.53%
45.73%
47.63%
49.93%
51.97%

Table 3a. Merit profile,6 2012 French presidential poll (737 ballots) [8].

F. Hollande
F. Bayrou
N. Sarkozy
J.-L. Mélenchon
N. Dupont-Aignan
E. Joly
P. Poutou
M. Le Pen
N. Arthaud
J. Cheminade

p
45.05%
34.06%
49.25%
42.47%
40.57%
36.77%
26.19%
46.13%
24.83%
48.03%

α ± max{p, q}
Good +45.05%
Good −40.71%
Fair +49.25%
Fair +42.47%
Poor +40.57%
Poor −38.53%
Poor −45.73%
Poor −47.63%
Poor −49.93%
To Reject+48.03%

q
43.28%
40.71%
39.62%
40.43%
33.92%
38.53%
45.73%
47.63%
49.93%
–

FPP
28.7%
9.1%
27.3%
11.0%
1.5%
2.3%
1.2%
17.9%
0.7%
0.4%

Table 3b. MJ and first-past-the-post rankings, 2012 French presidential poll
(737 ballots) [8].

2.3

Point-summing methods

A point-summing method 7 chooses (ideally) an ordinal scale—words or descriptive phrases (but often undefined numbers)—and assigns to each a numerical
grade, the better the evaluation the higher the number. There are, of course,
infinitely many ways to assign such numbers to ordinal grades. Every voter evaluates each candidate in that scale and the candidates are ranked according to
the sums or averages of their grades. A point-summing method clearly respects
domination, but it harbors two major drawbacks.
The Danish educational system uses six grades with numbers attached to
each: Outstanding 12, Excellent 10, Good, 7, Fair 4, Adequate 2 and Inadequate 0 [68]. Its numbers address a key issue of measurement theory [42]
usually ignored: the scale of grades must constitute an interval scale for sums
6 The

row sums may differ from 100% due to round-off errors.
methods are characterized in [5], chapter 17.

7 Point-summing
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or averages to be meaningful. An interval scale is one in which equal intervals
have the same meaning; equivalently, for which an additional point anywhere
in the scale—going from 3 to 4 or from 10 to 11—has the same significance.
In practice—in grading divers, students, figure skaters, wines or pianists—when
(say) the scale is multiples of 12 from a high of 10 to a low of 0, it is much more
difficult and much rarer to go from 9 to 9 21 than from 4 12 to 5, so adding or
averaging such scores is—in the language of measurement theory—meaningless.
The Danes specified a scale that they believed constitutes an interval scale (for
an extended discussion of these points see [5], pp. 171-174, or [9]). “Range
voting” is a point-summing method advocated on the web where voters assign
a number between 0 and a 100 to each candidate, but the numbers are given
no meaning other than that they contribute to a candidate’s total number of
points and they certainly do not constitute an interval scale.
A second major drawback of point-summing methods is their manipulability. Any voter who has not given the highest (respectively, the lowest) grade
to a candidate can increase (can decrease) the candidate’s average grade, so it
pays voters or judges to exaggerate up and down. A detailed analysis of an
actual figure skating competition [9] shows that with point-summing every one
of the nine judges could alone manipulate to achieve precisely the order-of-finish
he prefers by changing his scores. A companion analysis of the same competition shows that with majority judgment the possibilities for manipulation are
drastically curtailed.
The Fédération International de Natation (FINA) ignores that their’s is not
an interval scale but improves on the elementary point-summing system with
its rules for diving by combating manipulability. Divers must specify the dives
they will perform, each of which has a known degree of difficulty expressed as a
number. Judges assign a number grade to each dive from 10 to 0 in multiples of
1
2 : Excellent 10, Very Good 8.5-9.5, Good 7.0-8.0, Satisfactory 5.0-6.5, Deficient
2.5-4.5, Unsatisfactory 0.5-2.0, Completely failed 0 (the meanings of each are
further elaborated). There are five or seven judges. The highest and lowest
scores are eliminated when there are five judges and the two highest and two
lowest are eliminated when there are seven judges. The sum of the remaining
three scores is multiplied by the degree of difficulty to obtain the score of the
dive. Competitions in skating and gymnastics have chosen similar methods.
Had any of them gone a little further—eliminating the two highest and lowest
scores in the first case and the three highest and lowest in the second case—they
would have used MJ: increasingly practical people choose methods approaching
MJ.

2.4

Approval voting

Analyses, experiments, and uses of approval voting have deliberately eschewed
ascribing any meaning to Approve and Disapprove—except that Approve means
giving one vote to a candidate and Disapprove means giving none—leaving it
entirely to voters to decide how to try to express their opinions [67, 20]. Thus, for
example, the Social Choice and Welfare Society’s ballot for electing its president
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had small boxes next to candidates’ names with the instructions: “You can vote
for any number of candidates by ticking the appropriate boxes,” the number of
ticks determining the candidates’ order of finish. In this description AV may be
seen as a point-summing method where voters assign a 0 or 1 to each candidate
and the electorate’s rank-order is determined by the candidates’ total sums of
points.
Recently, however, that view has changed: “the idea of judging each and
every candidate as acceptable or not is fundamentally different” from either
voting for one candidate or ranking them ([18], pp.vii-viii). This implies a belief
that voters are able to judge candidates in an ordinal scale of merit with two
grades. With this paradigm approval voting becomes MJ with a language of two
grades: “approval judgment.” For example, if Approve meant Good or better
the AV results of the LAMSADE Jury would be those given in Table 2f.
Student:
AV-score:
AV-ranking:

A
6
1st

B
6
1st

C
5
2nd

D
5
2nd

E
5
2nd

F
2
3rd

Table 2f. AV-scores and -ranking, Approve means Good or better,
LAMSADE Jury.
When there are few voters AV’s two grades are not sufficient to distinguish the
competitors. Further evidence8 shows two grades are too few even when there
are many voters [9, 10].

3

Majority rule characterized for two candidates

Majority rule (MR) in a field of two elects that candidate preferred to the other
by a majority of the electorate. May proved that the majority rule is the one
rule that satisfies the following six simple properties in an election with two
candidates. This theorem is considered to be a major argument in its favor [33].
Axiom 1 (Based on comparing) A voter’s opinion is a preference for one
candidate or indifference between them.9
Thus the input is a preference profile that specifies the preference or indifference
of each voter.
Axiom 2 (Unrestricted domain) Voters’ opinions are unrestricted.
Axiom 3 (Anonymity) Interchanging the names of voters does not change
the outcome.
Axiom 4 (Neutrality) Interchanging the names of candidates does not change
the outcome.
8 AV

in the 2012 French presidential election is discussed in section 9.4.
a footnote May had the wisdom to admit, “The realism of this condition may be
questioned.”
9 In
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Anonymity stipulates equity among voters, neutrality the equitable treatment
of candidates.
Axiom 5 (Monotonicity) If candidate A wins or is in a tie with the other
and one or more voters change their preferences in favor of A then A wins.
A voter’s change in favor of A means changing from a preference for B to either
indifference or a preference for A, or from indifference to a preference for A.
Axiom 6 (Completeness) The rule guarantees an outcome: one of the two
candidates wins or they are tied.
Theorem 1 (May [46]) For n = 2 candidates majority rule M R is the unique
method that satisfies Axioms 1 through 6.
Proof. The argument is simple. That MR satisfies the axioms is obvious.
So suppose the method M satisfies the axioms. Anonymity implies that
only the numbers count: the number of voters nA who prefer A to B, the number
nB that prefer B to A, and the number nAB that are indifferent between A and
B. Completeness guarantees there must be an outcome. (1) Suppose nA = nB
and A M B. By neutrality switching the names results in B M A: but the
new profile is identical to the original, a contradiction that shows A ≈M B when
nA = nB . (2) If nA > nB change the preferences of nA − nB voters who prefer
A to B to indifferences to obtain a valid profile (by Axiom 2). With this profile
A ≈M B. Changing them back one at a time to the original profile proves
A M B by monotonicity.
There are three further arguments in favor of MR for two candidates. First,
its simplicity and familiarity. Second, its incentive compatibility: the optimal
strategy of a voter who prefers one of the two candidates is to vote for that
candidate [12]. Third, the Condorcet jury theorem.
In its simplest form, the jury theorem supposes that one of the two outcomes
is correct and that each voter has an independent probability p > 50% of voting
for it, concludes that the greater the number of voters the more likely the
majority rule makes the correct choice, and that furthermore, in the limit, it
is certain to do so. In most votes between two alternatives, however, there
is no “correct” choice or “correct” candidate: all opinions are valid judgments,
disagreement is inherent to any democracy, and must be accepted. A mechanism
that choses the consensus is what is needed.
MR for two candidates does not provide such a mechanism because it harbors
a very serious drawback that to our knowledge has not been recognized before:
when voters express themselves more precisely by evaluating candidates MR
may well place a candidate B ahead of another A when A’s evaluations dominate
B’s. Contrast the merit profiles of Hollande and Sarkozy in the national poll
of the 2012 French presidential election (Table 4a). Hollande’s grades very
generously dominate Sarkozy’s. But this merit profile could come from the
opinion profile of Table 4b where Sarkozy is the MR-winner with 59.57% of the
votes to Hollande’s 26.19%, 14.24% rejecting both.
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Hollande
Sarkozy

Outstanding
12.48%
9.63%

Excellent
16.15%
12.35%

Very
Good
16.42%
16.28%

Good

Fair

Poor

11.67%
10.99%

14.79%
11.13%

14.25%
7.87%

To
Reject
14.24%
31.75%

Table 4a. Merit profile, Hollande-Sarkozy, 2012 French presidential
election poll.
Hollande:
Sarkozy:

9.63%
Exc.
Outs.

Hollande:
Sarkozy:

12.35%
V.Good
Exc.
0.81%
Outs.
Good

11.67%
Good
V.Good
7.87%
Outs.
Poor

4.61%
Fair
V.Good

3.80%
Outs.
Rej.

6.52%
Exc.
Rej.

10.18%
Fair
Good

11.13%
Poor
Fair

4.07%
V.Good
Rej.

14.24%
Rej.
Rej.

3.12%
Poor
Rej.

Table 4b. Possible opinion profile, Hollande-Sarkozy (giving the merit profile
of table 4a), national poll, 2012 French presidential election.
Those voters who rate Sarkozy above Hollande do so mildly (with small
differences in grades, top of profile), whereas Holland is rated above Sarkozy
intensely (with large differences in grades, bottom of the profile): this is the
situation Dahl elicited in questioning the validity of MR. In the actual national
vote—and in the poll—Hollande won by a bare majority of 51.6% to 48.4%,
suggesting that the possibility for MR to err on two candidates is important
and real. Another example of how badly majority rule measures the electorate’s
support was mentioned earlier: Jacques Chirac’s defeat of Jean-Marie Le Pen
in 2002 earning a mere 19.9% of the votes in the first round, a whopping 82.2%
in the second round. In any case, with three or more candidates the good
properties of MR are lost.

4

May’s axioms for more than two candidates

Given a fixed scale of linearly ordered grades Λ, a ranking problem is defined
by an electorate’s opinion profile Φ, an m by n matrix of grades when there are
m candidates and n voters. A method of ranking M is an asymmetric binary
relation between all pairs of candidates.
With the grading model voters’ inputs are grades. With the traditional
model voters’ inputs are comparisons. Individual rationality implies that a
voter’s preference is a rank order over all the candidates. It may be deduced
from a voter’s grades when the scale is sufficiently rich to distinguish between
any two candidates whenever the voter believes their merit to be different.
The following are May’s axioms extended to any number of candidates.
Axiom 1 (Based on comparing) A voter’s input is a rank-order of the candidates.
Axiom 2 (Unrestricted domain) Voters’ opinions are unrestricted.
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Axiom 3 (Anonymity) Interchanging the names of voters does not change
the outcome.
Axiom 4 (Neutrality) Interchanging the names of candidates does not change
the outcome.
In the traditional model a voter’s input becomes better for a candidate A if A
rises in his rank-order. In the grading model a voter’s input becomes better for
A if A is given a higher grade.
Axiom 5 (Monotonicity) If A M B and one or more voters’ inputs become
better for A then A M B.
Axiom 6 (Completeness) For any two candidates either A M B or A M
B (or both, implying A ≈M B).
With more than two candidates the Condorcet and Arrow paradoxes must
be excluded.
Axiom 7 (Transitivity) If A M B and B M C then A M C.
Axiom 8 (Independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)) If A M B then
whatever other candidates are either dropped or adjoined A M B.
This is the Nash-Chernoff formulation of IIA defined for a variable number
of candidates [54, 24], not Arrow’s definition for a fixed number of candidates,
and it implies Arrow’s. It is this conception that is often violated in practice
(e.g., elections, figure skating, wines).
Theorem 2 (Arrow’s impossibility [1]) For n ≥ 3 candidates there is no
method of ranking M that satisfies satisfies Axioms 1 through 8.
This is a much watered-down form of Arrow’s theorem, based on more axioms—
all necessary in a democracy—and is very easily proven. It is stated to contrast
the two models, comparing versus grading.
Proof. Take any two candidates A and B. By IIA it suffices to deal with
them alone to decide who leads. Axioms 1 through 6 imply that the method
M must be MR. Since the domain is unrestricted Condorcet’s paradox now
shows MR violates transitivity. So there can be no method satisfying all the
axioms.
Now replace Axiom 1 above by:
Axiom 1* (Based on measuring) A voter’s input is the grades given the
candidates.
Theorem 3 For n ≥ 1 candidates there are an infinite number of methods of
ranking M that satisfy Axioms 1* and 2 through 8. Their rankings depend
only on candidates’ merit profiles and they respect domination.
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Proof. Majority judgment and any point-summing method clearly satisfy
all axioms, so there are as many methods as one wishes that satisfy the axioms.
All methods satisfying the axioms depend only on their merit profiles. To
see this compare two competitors. By Axiom 8 (IIA) it suffices to compare
them alone. If two candidates A and B have the same set of grades, so that
B’s list of n grades is a permutation σ of A’s list, it is shown that they must be
tied. Consider, first, the opinion profile φ1 of A and a candidate A0 who may
be added to the set of candidates by IIA,
φ1 :

v1
A : α1
A0 : ασ1

···
···
···

vσ1
ασ1
α1

···
···
···

vn
αn
αn

where A0 ’s list is the same as A’s except that the grades given by voters v1 and
vσ1 have been interchanged. φ1 is possible since the domain is unrestricted.
Suppose A M A0 . Interchanging the votes of the voters v1 and vσ1 yields the
profile φ2
2

φ :

vσ1
A : ασ1
A0 : α1

···
···
···

v1
α1
ασ1

···
···
···

vn
αn
αn

Nothing has changed by Axiom 3 (anonymity), so the first row of φ2 ranks at
least as high as the second. But by Axiom 4 (neutrality) A0 M A, implying
A ≈M A0 . Thus A ≈M A0 where A0 ’s first grade agrees with B’s first grade.
Compare, now, A0 with another added candidate A00 , with profile φ3
φ3 :

vσ1
A0 : ασ1
A00 : ασ1

v2
α2
ασ2

···
···
···

vσ2
ασ2
α2

···
···
···

vn
αn
αn

where A00 ’s list is the same as A0 ’s except that the grades of voters v2 and vσ2
have been interchanged. Suppose A0 M A00 . Interchanging the votes of the
voters v2 and vσ2 yields the profile φ4
4

φ :

vσ1
A0 : ασ1
A00 : ασ1

vσ2
ασ2
α2

···
···
···

v2
α2
ασ2

···
···
···

vn
αn
αn

so as before conclude that A0 ≈M A00 . Axiom 7 (transitivity) now implies
A ≈M A00 where A00 ’s first two grades agree with B’s first two grades.
Repeating this reasoning shows A ≈ B, so which voter gave which grade
has no significance. Therefore a candidate’s distribution of grades—his merit
profile—is what determines his place in the ranking with any method that satisfies the Axioms. It has a unique representation when the grades are listed from
the highest to the lowest.
Suppose A’s grades α dominates B’s grades β, both given in order of decreasing grades. Domination means αj  βj for all j, with at least one strictly
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above the other. If αk  βk replace βk in β by αk to obtain β 1 M β by monotonicity (Axiom 5). Either β 1 ≈M α proving that α M β, or else α M β 1 .
In the second case, do as before to obtain β 2 M β 1 , and either β 2 ≈M α, or
else α M β 2 . If β 2 ≈M α then β ≺M β 1 ≺M β 2 ≈M α and transitivity implies
β ≺M α. Otherwise, repeating the same argument shows that α M β.
Monotonicity implies domination is respected.
A reasonable method should certainly respect domination. This theorem
shows that any method that satisfies May’s axioms and avoids the Condorcet
and Arrow paradoxes does so. When majority rule fails to respect domination
it differs from all such methods: why then the persistent insistence on agreeing
with the majority rule?

5

Polarization

Are there reasons to choose one method among all that meet the demands of
Theorem 3?
All ranking methods that satisfy IIA (Axiom 8) are determined by how they
rank pairs of candidates. So what makes sense when two candidates are to
be ranked? In particular, are there circumstances when majority rule for two
candidates is acceptable?
One instance leaps to mind: jury decisions. The goal is to arrive at the
truth, the correct decision, either the defendant is guilty or is not guilty. A
juror may be more or less confident in his judgment: the higher his belief that
one decision is correct the lower his belief that the opposite decision is correct. In
this context Condorcet’s jury theorem strongly supports MR. But this context is
very different from that of an election between two candidates where gradations
of opinion are inherent and an excellent opinion of one does not necessarily
imply a low opinion of the other.
“Political polarization” has been given increasing attention (see e.g., [11,
22]). It means a partisan cleavage in political attitudes—e.g., left/right, proabortion/anti-abortion, pro-evolution/anti-evolution—supporting ideological extremes, attributable to voters, elites, candidates, or parties. The concept necessarily concerns an opposition between two. The word is used when large majorities of Democratic and Republican voters are vehemently on opposite sides
in their evaluations of issues or candidates. The notion evokes the idea that
most voters are at once intensely for one side and intensely against the other,
so the situation approaches that of a jury decision where there is no question of
(in Dahl’s words) pitting a passionate minority against an apathetic majority.
Consider the two major opponents of the 2012 French presidential election
poll (Table 3a), Hollande (moderate left) and Sarkozy (traditional right). Table
5a gives the electorate’s opinion profile concerning them (where, e.g., 1.63% in
the first column give Sarkozy Fair and Hollande Outstanding).
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S
a
r
k
o
z
y

Outs.
Exc.
V.G.
Good
Fair
Poor
Rej.
Total

Outs.
0.14%
0.27%
0.27%
1.22%
1.63%
1.75%
7.19%
12.48%

Exc.
0.00%
1.09%
1.22%
1.09%
2.44%
2.58%
7.73%
16.15%

V.G.
0.41%
0.95%
2.04%
1.76%
2.58%
1.09%
7.60%
16.42%

Hollande
Good
1.09%
2.17%
3.12%
1.76%
1.09%
0.27%
2.17%
11.67%

Fair
2.04%
2.71%
2.99%
2.85%
2.31%
0.54%
1.36%
14.79%

Poor
2.99%
2.71%
3.93%
1.63%
0.68%
0.81%
1.49%
14.25%

Rej.
2.99%
2.44%
2.71%
0.68%
0.41%
0.81%
4.21%
14.25%

Total
09.63%
12.35%
16.28%
10.99%
11.13%
07.87%
31.75%

Table 5a. Opinion profile, Hollande-Sarkozy, 2012 French presidential poll.
Tables 5b and 5c contain respectively the distributions and cumulative distributions of the grades given Hollande for each of the grades given Sarkozy (Table
5b is obtained from Table 5a by normalizing each line to sum to 100%).

S
a
r
k
o
z
y

Outs.
Exc.
V.Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Rej.

Outs.
01.41%
02.20%
01.67%
11.11%
14.63%
22.41%
22.65%

Exc.
00.00%
08.79%
07.50%
09.88%
21.95%
32.76%
24.36%

V.Good
04.23%
07.69%
12.50%
16.05%
23.17%
13.79%
23.93%

Hollande
Good
11.27%
17.58%
19.17%
16.05%
09.76%
03.45%
06.84%

Fair
21.13%
21.98%
18.33%
25.93%
20.73%
06.90%
04.27%

Poor
30.99%
21.98%
24.17%
14.81%
06.10%
10.34%
04.70%

Rej.
30.99%
19.78%
16.67%
06.17%
03.66%
10.34%
13.25%

Table 5b. Distibutions of Hollande’s grades for each of Sarkozy’s grades, 2012
French presidential poll.

S
a
r
k
o
z
y

Outs.
Exc.
V.Good
Good
Fair
Poor
Rej.

Outs.
01.41%
02.20%
01.67%
11.11%
14.63%
22.41%
22.65%


Exc.
01.41%
10.99%
09.17%
20.99%
36.58%
55.17%
47.01%


V.Good
05.64%
18.68%
21.67%
37.04%
59.75%
68.96%
70.94%

Hollande

Good
16.91%
36.26%
40.84%
53.09%
69.51%
72.41%
77.78%


Fair
38.04%
58.24%
59.17%
79.02%
90.24%
79.31%
82.05%


Poor
69.03%
80.23%
83.34%
93.83%
96.34%
89.65%
86.75%


Rej.
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Table 5c. Cumulative distibutions of Hollande’s grades for each of Sarkozy’s
grades, 2012 French presidential poll.
Comparing any two lines of Table 5c, the lower (almost) always dominates
the upper. Thus the lower the grade given Sarkozy the higher the distribution
of grades given Hollande: statistically there is diametrical opposition in their
grades. The same occurs with the distributions of Sarkozy’s grades for each of
Hollande’s grades. On the other hand, analyzing in the same manner the grades
given to two extreme left candidates, Mélenchon and Poutou, the higher the
grade given one the higher the distribution of grades given the other: statistically
there is a concordance of grades. All of this confirms common sense.
Given an electorate’s merit profile take any two candidates. Different opinion
profiles on the two candidates have this same merit profile. An opinion profile
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on a pair of candidates will be said to be “polarized” when the higher a voter
evaluates one candidate the lower the voter evaluates the other. Specifically,
two candidates A and B are polarized if, for any two voters, vi evaluates A
higher (respectively, lower) than vj then vi evaluates B no higher (respectively,
no lower) than vj . This definition includes and extends the usual (loosely defined) notion of a polarized electorate and formulates a “pure” form of a type
of distribution of grades found in practice. It brings to mind the single crossing
opinion profile of the traditional theory [13, 55].
The merit profile of Hollande and Sarkozy (Table 4a or 5a) showed that
Hollande’s grades largely dominate Sarkozy’s, and yet there are opinion profiles
(e.g., Table 4b) that make Sarkozy the overwhelming MR-winner. The polarized
opinion profile that has the same merit profile is given in Table 5d.
Hollande:
Sarkozy:

12.48%
Outs.
Rej.

Hollande:
Sarkozy:

16.15%
Exc.
Rej.

5.02%
Fair
Good

3.12%
V.Good
Rej.

9.77%
Fair
V.Good

7.87%
V.Good
Poor

6.51%
Poor.
V.Good

5.43%
V.Good
Fair

7.74%
Poor
Exc.

5.70%
Good
Fair

4.61%
Rej.
Exc.

5.97%
Good
Good

9.63%
Rej.
Outs.

Table 5d. Polarized opinion profile, Hollande-Sarkozy, 2012 French presidential
election poll (for merit profile of Table 4a).
The polarized opinion profile makes Hollande the MR-winner with a score of
50.75% to Sarkozy’s 43.28%, 5.97% giving both the grade Good, so agrees with
Hollande’s domination in grades. With this profile MR makes the right decision.
It would seem that it is precisely when an electorate is polarized—or when
a jury seeks the correct answer between two opposites—and there can be no
consensus that the “strongly for or strongly against” characteristic of MR should
render the acceptable result. The electorate is not polarized on Hollande vs.
Sarkozy (Table 5a): it is only statistically polarized. Completely polarized
pairs are rare; however, significant parts of a pair may be polarized. Consider,
for example, the breakdown of the grades given to Poutou (extreme left) and
Le Pen (extreme right) in the 2012 French presidential poll (see Table 5e).

L
e
P
e
n

Outs.
Exc.
V.G.
Good
Fair
Poor
Rej.
Total

Outs.
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.14%
0.14%

Exc.
0.14%
0.14%
0.00%
0.00%
0.14%
0.27%
0.68%
1.36%

V.G.
0.14%
0.41%
0.81%
0.41%
0.41%
0.14%
2.17%
4.48%

Poutou
Good
0.00%
0.41%
0.14%
1.09%
0.68%
0.27%
5.16%
7.73%

Fair
0.27%
1.36%
1.09%
1.22%
2.58%
1.09%
4.88%
12.48%

Poor
0.95%
1.90%
3.39%
1.36%
4.75%
1.90%
13.84%
28.09%

Rej.
4.48%
3.12%
4.07%
5.29%
5.43%
2.58%
20.76%
45.73%

Total
05.97%
07.33%
09.50%
09.36%
13.98%
06.24%
47.63%

Table 5e. Opinion profile, Le Pen-Poutou, 2012 French presidential poll.
The polarized opinion profile that agrees with the merit profile is given in
Table 5f (MR places Poutou with 47.63% ahead of Le Pen with 46.14%). It does
not agree with the true opinion profile.
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Poutou:
Le Pen:

0.14%
Outs.
Rej.

Poutou:
Le Pen:

1.36%
Exc.
Rej.

0.41%
Poor
Fair

4.48%
V.Good
Rej.

13.57%
Rej.
Fair

7.73%
Good
Rej.

9.36%
Rej.
Good

12.48%
Fair
Rej.

9.50%
Rej.
V.Good

21.44%
Poor
Rej.

7.33%
Rej.
Exc.

6.24%
Poor
Poor

5.97%
Rej.
Outs.

Table 5f. Polarized opinion profile, Le Pen-Poutou, 2012 French presidential
election poll (for merit profile of Table 4a).

Poutou:
Le Pen:

0.14%
Outs.
Rej.

Poutou:
Le Pen:

0.68%
Exc.
Rej.

2.58%
Rej.
Poor

2.17%
V.Good
Rej.

5.43%
Rej.
Fair

5.16%
Good
Rej.

5.29%
Rej.
Good

4.88%
Fair
Rej.

4.07%
Rej.
V.Good

13.84%
Poor
Rej.

3.12%
Rej.
Exc.

20.76%
Rej.
Rej.

4.48%
Rej.
Outs.

Table 5g. Polarized part (72.60%) of true opinion profile, Le Pen-Poutou, 2012
French presidential election poll (for merit profile of Table 4a).
However, a large part of the true opinion profile—almost three-quarters—is
polarized on Le Pen and Poutou as may be seen in Table 5g, and every opinion
profile will have parts that are polarized.

6

A new chacterization of majority judgment
for large electorates

A method of ranking M is consistent with the majority rule on polarized pairs
of candidates if both give the identical ranking between every pair of polarized
candidates whenever both are decisive (meaning no ties). Generically, ties have
a zero probability of occurring when the number of voters becomes large.
A method should, we believe, be consistent with MR on polarized pairs.
This does not concern an intense minority overruled by an apathetic majority; it concerns two intensely opposed minorities, as for example in Table 5d
where 39.62% believe Hollande merits at least Very Good and Sarkozy at most
Poor and 28.49% that Sarkozy merits at least Very Good and Hollande at most
Poor (Table 5d). Those who insist MR is the right method when there are
two candidates—those who support Condorcet consistency—cannot take issue
with MR being accepted precisely in those cases where no arguments against
it have been (heretofore) advanced. Furthermore, it will be proven that consistency with MR on polarized pairs is necessary to combat strategic manipulation
(Theorem 6).
Not all methods satisfying Axioms 1* and 2 – 8 are consistent with MR on
polarized electorates. Point-summing methods, for example, are not. Take the
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polarized opinion profile of Poutou and Le Pen (Table 5f). MR makes Poutou
the winner with 47.63% of the votes to Le Pen’s 46.14%, 6.24% evaluating both
to be Poor. But if Outstanding is worth 6 points, Excellent 5, . . . , down to To
Reject 0, Le Pen’s 172.75 points easily defeats Poutou’s 101.80.
Theorem 4 A method of ranking M that satisfies Axioms 1* and 2-8 and is
consistent with the majority rule on polarized pairs of candidates must coincide
with the majority-gauge rule M G when the scale of grades Λ is sufficiently rich.
Proof. Given an opinion profile with any number of candidates, IIA (Axiom
8) implies that the order between any two must be determined between the two
alone. By Theorem 3, the method M depends only on the merit profile—the
distributions of the candidates’ grade—not on which voters gave which grades.
Thus, the order between them determined by the method is the same as that
determined by the polarized opinion profile.
A

B

x1 %
λ1A 

···

xj %
λjA

···



···



···

λ1B 

···

λjB

···



xk−1 %
λk−1
A






λk−1
B

xk %
λkA



λkB



≺

=


xk+1 %
λk+1
A



λk+1
B

···



···


···

xs %
λsA
≺



λsB

Table 6. Polarized opinion profile.
So consider the polarized opinion profile of two candidates, A’s grades going
from highest on the left to lowest on the right and B’s from lowest to highest,
as displayed in Table 6. A’s grades are non-increasing and B’s non-decreasing
and for any j either λjA  λj+1
or λjB ≺ λj+1
A
B , so the corresponding grades can
be equal at most once (as indicated in the middle line of the profile).10
Pk−1
Ps
Suppose A is the MR-winner. Then xA = 1 xi > k+1 xi = xB . By
assumption xA = 50% is excluded (since M G must be decisive).
If xA > 50% then A’s majority-grade is at least λk−1
and B’s at most λk−1
A
B ,
so A is ahead of B by the MG rule.
Otherwise xB < xA < 50% implying xA + xk > 50% and xB + xk > 50%, so
the candidates’ majority-grades are the same, λkA = λkB . Notice that pA ≤ xA
and qB ≤ xA but one of the two must be an equality; similarly qA ≤ xB
and pB ≤ xB but one of the two must be an equality as well. Thus xA =
max{pA , qB } and xB = max{pB , qA } < xA . If pA = xA then pA is the largest
of the p’s and q’s, and MG puts A above B; if qB = xA then qB is the largest
of the p’s and q’s, and MG puts B below A, as was to be shown.
Now assume the MG rule places A above B, (pA , λA , qA ) M G (pB , λB , qB ).
Either A’s majority-grade is above B’s, λA  λB ; or they are equal and either
pA > max{qA , pB , qB } or qB > max{pA , qA , pB }.
In the first case, at least (50 + )% (for some  > 0) of the voters gave the
grade λA or better to A and λB or worse to B. They constitute a majority of
at least (50 + )% that makes A the MR-winner.
10 This

brings to mind the single crossing property mentioned earlier.
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In the second case, they are equal and are the kth column ofP
the polark−1
ized opinion profile: λAP= λB = λkA = λkB . As before, xA =
xi =
1
s
max{pA , qB } and xB = k+1 xi = max{pB , qA }. Thus, pA > max{qA , pB , qB }
implies xA = pA > max{pB , qA } = xB and qB > max{pA , qA , pB } implies
xA = qB > max{pB , qA } = xB , so in both instances A is the MR-winner.
With majority judgment any number of voters may rank any number of candidates and two candidates are tied only when their sets of grades are identical.
However, whenever the majority-gauge is decisive it ranks the candidates exactly as does majority judgment (as seen above, also proven in [5] pp. 236-239).
This will almost certainly be the case in an election with many voters, e.g., with
over a hundred voters and a scale of six or seven grades (in actual experience to
date the majority-gauge has sufficed to determine the rank-order with 19 voters
and fewer [9]). Thus for all intents and purposes the majority judgment ranking
is the majority-gauge ranking when there are many voters.
If the scale of grades is not sufficiently rich—i.e., a voter is forced to give
a same grade to two candidates whereas she has a preference between them—the theorem fails. With approval voting a voter may Approve both candidates
or Disapprove both without actually being indifferent between them, so that
agreement with majority rule is impossible even when the electorate is polarized.
For example, if Approve means Good or better in the polarized profile of Poutou
versus Le Pen (Table 5f), approval voting elects Le Pen with 32.16% not Poutou
with 13.71%, reversing the outcome with the full complement of grades.
To guarantee agreement with the majority rule on polarized pairs the scale
of grades must faithfully represent the possible diversity of opinion, encouraging
a scale of many grades.

7

A solution to Dahl’s intensity problem

Majority rule for two candidates has concerned thinkers since at least 1787 when
James Madison raised the problem of the potential for a majority to tyrannize
a minority [45]. Dahl directly challenged the validity of MR on two candidates,
suggesting that when a minority ardently supports one candidate whereas the
majority only mildly prefers the other (such as may be seen in Table 4b), the
minority candidate should win: “If there is any case that might be considered
the modern analogue to Madison’s implicit concept of tyranny, I suppose it is
this one” ([26], p. 99).
To attack this question Dahl proposed using an ordinal “intensity scale” obtained “simply by reference to some observable response, such as a statement
of one’s feelings . . . ” ([26], p. 101), and argued that it is meaningful to do so:
“I think that the core of meaning is to be found in the assumption that the
uniformities we observe in human beings must carry over, in part, to the unobservables like feeling and sensation” ([26], p. 100). This is precisely the role
of Axiom 1* and relates to a key problem raised by measurement theorists, the
faithful representation problem: when measuring some attribute of a class of objects or events how to associate a scale “in such a way that the properties of the
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attribute are faithfully represented . . . ”( [42], p.1). Practice—in figure skating,
wine tasting, diving, gymnastics, assessing pain, etc.—has spontaneously and
naturally resolved it. However, some social choice theorists continue to express
the opinion that a scale of intensities or grades is inappropriate in elections.
Why should intensities be valid—indeed, be necessary—and practical in
judging competitions but not in elections? The validity of using intensities as
inputs in voting as versus using rankings as inputs is not a matter of opinion or
of mathematics: on one hand it is a philosophical issue and on the other a practical one. Experiments and real uses of MJ ([5] pp. 9-16 and chapter 15; [39];
[9] pp. 496-497 and 504-509) have convinced us that nuances in evaluations are
as valid for candidates in elections as they are for figure skaters, divers or wines
in competitions, though the criteria and scales of measures must be crafted for
each individually. Participants have uniformly found it easy to assign grades
and have done so quickly. Some practical-minded people are also persuaded
that MJ should be used in elections: Terra Nova—“an independent progressive
think tank whose goal is to produce and diffuse innovative political solutions in
France and Europe”—has included majority judgment in its recommendations
for reforming the presidential election system of France [64].
Dahl’s challenge was: “If a collective decision is involved, one that requires
voting, would it be possible to construct rules so that an apathetic majority
only slightly preferring its alternative could not override a minority strongly
preferring its alternative?” He went on to say he would not do so, but believed
it would “answer a problem that . . . has frequently disturbed democratic theorists.” However, in discussing how to use intensities he concentrated only on the
choice between two alternatives A and B with intensities that are not attached
to the alternatives themselves: instead the intensitives express the degree to
which a voter prefers A as compared with B (or vice versa), in keeping with the
traditional paradigm. Thus it is not possible—or at least not practicable—to
apply or build on his ideas when there are more than two alternatives. His objective is clear: to permit exceptions to majority rule in limited circumstances,11
but he constructed no such rules.
Given two alternatives A and B and the voters’ grades or intensities attached
to each, when should A be the winner? There is one indisputable case: when A’s
merit profile dominates B’s. As was seen, MR fails this imperative. Given the
opinion profiles of each candidate (e.g., Table 7a) the majority principle has two
possible interpretations: the traditional meaning based on comparisons (MR, or
the “vertical” view of the opinion profile) and the meaning based on each candidate’s grades (the MJ-ranking, or the “horizontal” view of the opinion profile).
Are there circumstances when these two points of view may be reconciled? As
was proven, there is: when the candidates are polarized: when no consensus is
possible; in extreme cases when A’s supporters give A very high grades and B
very low ones and B’s supporters do the opposite. This is precisely the situation
where MR makes the most sense. It is not Dahl’s apathetic majority opposed
11 Dahl proposed limiting the exception to what he called “severe asymmetrical disagreement,” defined when intensities are attached to comparisons of alternatives rather than the
alternatives themselves, and it is not applicable in the latter case.
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to an intense minority. However, polarized candidates sometimes pit apathetic
majorities against intense minorities and gives the result that Dahl seeks, as for
example, the seven voters with the opinion profile given in Table 7a. The first
four voters form the apathetic majority in favor of A; the last three form the
intense minority in favor of B: MR elects A, MJ elects B.
A
B

v1
Good
Fair

v2
Very Good
Good

v3
Fair
Poor

v4
Poor
To Reject

v5
Fair
Excellent

v6
Poor
Very Good

v7
To Reject
Very Good

Table 7a. Opinion profile, A the MR-winner, B the MJ-winner.
A more extreme example is the possible opinion profile of Hollande and Sarkozy
in the national poll of the 2012 French presidential election given in Table 4b:
the majority of 59.67% that rates Sarkozy above Hollande does so mildly (top
of table), the minority of 26.19% that rates Hollande above Sarkozy does so
emphatically (bottom of table): MR places Sarkozy above Hollande, MJ places
Hollande above Sarkozy. On the other hand, the opinion profile of Table 7b
seems to be a typical example of what Dahl had in mind but MR and MJ concord
in making B the winner with an apathetic majority: here the candidates are
polarized so the two methods must agree.12
A
B

v1
Excellent
Poor

v2
Excellent
Poor

v3
Excellent
Poor

v4
Fair
Good

v5
Fair
Good

v6
Fair
Good

v7
Fair
Good

Table 7b. Opinion profile, B the MR- and MJ-winner, B the
Dahl had not realized that with intensities MR can go so far wrong as not to
respect domination. Nor did he give a clear definition of exactly what he meant
by his concept: “a majority slightly prefers one alternative and a minority
strongly prefers a mutually exclusive alternative ” ([26] p. 102). Surely the size
of the minority matters, though that is never mentioned. With but three grades
(say 2, 1, and 0) a simple calculation illustrates the idea. Suppose the opinion
profile on two candidates is:
A:
B:

n1 %

n2 %

n3 %

z }| {
2···2
1···1

z }| {
1···1
0···0

z }| {
0···0
2···2

where (n1 + n2 )% of the voters slightly prefer A to B and n3 % strongly prefer B
to A. When n3 is sufficiently large Dahl would presumably wish B to be elected.
When n3 > max{n1 , n2 } this is exactly what MJ does because B’s merit profile
dominates A’s (since n3 > n1 and n3 + n1 > n2 + n1 ). On the other hand
when n3 < min{n1 , n2 } Dahl would presumably wish A to be elected because
the minority that strongly prefers B to A is too small. Again, this is exactly
12 With the point-summing method obtained by giving 6 points to Outstanding, 5 to Excellent, . . . , 0 to To Reject, A is the winner. Some point-summing methods elect A, others elect
B.
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what MJ does because A’s merit profile dominates B’s (since n1 > n3 and
n1 + n2 > n3 + n1 ). When neither of the conditions hold there is no domination,
at times A is the MJ-winner, at other times B is the MJ-winner.
Thus MJ may be viewed as a possible solution to Dahl’s intensity problem
in that it is based on a model that permits intensities to be expressed by voters when there are any number of candidates, respects domination, sometimes
declares a candidate supported by an enthusiastic minority to be the winner in
a two-person election, and agrees with MR on two candidates when they are
polarized so that no consensus is possible.13

8
8.1

Majority judgment: good properties
Permits voters to express themselves

MJ enables voters to express their opinions much more precisely than any other
input including rank-orders, as does any method based on measuring when the
scale is sufficiently rich. One telling instance is the 2007 experiment mentioned
in the introduction: over a third of the voters gave their highest grade to at least
two candidates. Moreover, voters assign grades to candidates quickly, so doing
so must be cognitively simple in comparison with rank-ordering.14 Practice
suggests rank-ordering is difficult. In figure skating the inputs to the method
of ranking were for years rank-orders but judges were asked for grades from
which their rank-orders were deduced. In Australia, a voter must rank-order
all candidates for her ballot to be valid. Some ten to twelve candidates run for
a seat in the House of Representatives: “how to vote cards” are provided by
each of the parties at polling places to show voters how to place their 1’s, 2’s,
. . . , and 10’s that specify their rankings. In senatorial elections there may be as
many as sixty candidates: few voters practice “below-the-line voting,” meaning
specifying their personal rank-order; most (some 90%) practice “above-the-line
voting,” meaning they simply tick one box that indicates a party’s list [3, 4].

8.2

Permits one candidate to be evaluated

MJ enables an expression of a jury’s opinion on one competitor (wines, restaurants, skaters) and of an electorate’s opinion on one candidate (in a significant
number of elections there is only one candidate, e.g., to the U.S. House of Representatives), as does any method based on measuring. The majority-grade has
meaning for one competitor and is a significant signal to a candidate, rivals, and
the electorate; moreover, many voters have expressed delight that a candidate
be given a “final grade.” Absolute evaluations are of obvious importance for
13 Storable votes [23]—reinterpreted as a method for ranking many candidates—may also
be considered an approach to the intensity problem, but based on undefined numbers rather
than a scale of grades. It gives to each voter a total of (say) 100 points to distribute among
the candidates: their total points rank them. It is, however, subject to the Arrow paradox.
14 A back of the envelope calculation suggests that rank-ordering n candidates takes n(n +
1)/2 time as versus 2n time for grading them.
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wines (medals), restaurants and hotels (stars), as well as athletic performances
that require judges.
A method is strategy-proof when it is an optimal strategy for every voter to
express his opinion honestly. The majority-grade is strategy-proof. This follows
from Moulin’s theorem [49] because a voter’s preference over the grades for a
candidate is single peaked: the closer the majority-grade is to what he wishes
the happier he is. The proof is simple. Suppose a voter wishes the candidate
A with majroity-grade αA to have the majority-grade α∗ . If α∗  αA giving a
higher grade to A changes nothing, giving a lower grade either changes nothing
or decreases the majority-grade (not in his intent); and if α∗ ≺ αA giving a
lower grade to A changes nothing, giving a higher grade either changes nothing
or increases the majority-grade (not in his intent). A similar argument shows
it is group strategy-proof in grading: a group whose inputs are higher (or lower)
than αA can only lower (raise) the majority-grade.
Moreover, a candidate’s distribution of grades is revealing. Contrast, for example, the merit profiles of Hollande (left), Sarkozy (right) and Bayrou (center)
of Table 7 (taken from Table 3a). Many high and many low grades indicate a
polarizing candidate. Sarkozy is polarizing, Hollande is too but less so, whereas
Bayrou is more consensual. No such information is available when candidates
are ranked instead of evaluated, or when only two grades are used.

F. Hollande
F. Bayrou
N. Sarkozy

Outstanding
12.48%
2.58%
9.63%

Excellent
16.15%
9.77%
12.35%

Very
Good
16.42%
21.71%
16.28%

Good

Fair

Poor

11.67%
25.24%
10.99%

14.79%
20.08%
11.13%

14.25%
11.94%
7.87%

To
Reject
14.24%
8.69%
31.75%

Table 7. Merit profile, three candidates, 2012 French presidential poll (737
ballots).

8.3

Combats manipulation

The Gibbard-Satterwaite impossibility theorem [38, 59] proves that no method
of ranking satisfying Axioms 1-7—so based on comparisons—is strategy-proof
when there are at least three candidates. Yet, “It is important to ask under what
circumstances it would be possible to design non-trivial strategy-proof decision
rules, because strategy-proofness, when attainable, is an extremely robust and
attractive property” ([12] Sect. 5).
Suppose a method M satisfying Axioms 1* and 2-8 ranks A above B, A M
B (IIA implies strategic manipulation may be studied for any two candidates
alone). A voter who prefers B to A can try to manipulate by lowering A’s grade
and raising B’s. A method is strategy-proof in ranking if a voter who grades A
above B can neither raise B’s global measure15 nor lower A’s. As will be shown,
there is no such method. So formulate a less demanding property: a method
is partially strategy-proof in ranking if a voter who grades A above B can raise
15 Examples

of global measures are a candidate’s mean of his grades for point-summing, his
number of ticks for AV, his majority-gauge for MJ.
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B’s global measure implies he cannot lower A’s, and if he can lower A’s implies
he cannot raise B’s. A voter who gives the same grade to two candidates has no
preference between them (when the scale is sufficiently rich) so has no incentive
to see one ranked above the other; indeed, his primary objective may be for
them to receive the majority-grade he has given. Point-summing methods are
clearly not partially strategy-proof in ranking (as was noted earlier, section 2.2).
Theorem 5 (1) No method of ranking satisfying Axioms 1* and 2-8 is strategyproof in ranking on the entire domain of possible opinions. (2) The majoritygauge rule M G is partially strategy-proof in ranking on the entire domain when
the language of grades is sufficiently rich.
The first part (1) is a watered-down form of the Gibbard-Satterwaite theorem, paralleling the version of Arrow’s theorem given above. Their proofs both
consist of showing that MR must be used for any two candidates, which is
contradicted by the Condorcet paradox.
Proof. (1) Suppose a method M satisfying the axioms is strategy-proof in
ranking on the entire domain. Axiom 8—IIA—implies it must be strategy-proof
on any two candidates A and B with profile Φ. If a voter j gave A the higher
grade change both of j’s grades, giving A the highest and B the lowest; if voter
j gave B the higher grade change both, giving B the highest and A the lowest;
and if voter j gave both the same grade change nothing (she is indifferent).
Strategy-proofness or monotonicity implies M must give the same outcome
for this new profile on A and B. Doing the same for every voter in turn results
in an opinion profile Φ0 for which the method M necessarily gives the same
outcome between A and B as does Φ.
In Φ0 let mA be the number of voters who give A the highest and B the lowest
grade, mB the number who give B the highest and A the lowest, and mAB the
number who gave both the same grade (mAB is also the number who gave the
same grade in Φ). If mA > mB then A’s grades dominate B’s and monotonicity
implies A M B; and if mA = mB their sets of grades are identical so by
Theorem 3 A ≈M B. But this implies M coincides with the majority rule
M R . Since the domain is unrestricted, Condorcet’s paradox shows transitivity
is violated, a contradiction.
(2) Suppose A M G B, A’s majority-grade is αA and B’s αB , and voter j
ranks B above A, αjB  αjA . If j can raise (pB , αB , qB ) then αjB  αB , implying
αjA ≺ αjB  αB  αA so j cannot lower (pA , αA , qA ); whereas if j can lower
(pA , αA , qA ) then αjA  αA , implying αjB  αjA  αA  αB so j cannot raise
(pB , αB, qB ).
Lemma A method of ranking M that satisfies Axioms 1* and 2-8 and is
strategy-proof on the limited domain of polarized pairs of candidates must be
consistent with the majority rule M R on polarized pairs, when the language of
grades is sufficiently rich.
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 5. Suppose M satisfies
Axioms 1* and 2-8 and is strategy-proof on pairs of polarized candidates. Take
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any such pair with profile Φ. If voter j gave A the higher grade change both
grades, giving A the highest and B the lowest; if voter j gave B the higher grade
change both, giving B the highest and A the lowest; and if voter j gave both
the same grade change nothing (he is indifferent). Since the new opinion profile
on the two candidates is again polarized, strategy-proofness or monotonicity
implies that M gives the same outcome. Doing the same for all voters gives
an opinion profile Φ∗ for which the outcome is the same as for Φ. The last part
of the proof of Theorem 5 (1) now shows that M between any two polarized
opinion profiles is M R .
Theorem 6 A method of ranking M that satisfies Axioms 1* and 2-8 and
is strategy-proof on the limited domain of polarized pairs of candidates must
coincide with the majority-gauge rule M G when the language of grades is sufficiently rich.
Proof. The Lemma together with Theorem 4 proves it.
Theorem 6 says that when two candidates are polarized—and sizable parts
of an electorate often are—the majority-gauge rule is strategy-proof on those
candidates. This is important for it is in these cases that voters are the most
tempted to vote strategically but cannot; moreover, it is the unique method
satisfying Axioms 1* and 2-8 that does so.
By bootstrapping ballots from several electoral experiments and polls (including the poll described above, Table 3a) the vulnerability of various methods
to manipulation have been compared; the experimental results confirm that the
majority-gauge better resists than first-past-the-post, approval voting, pointsumming and Borda’s method ([5] pp. 343-349, [8], [9], [39]). The unique
method that competes with majority judgment in resisting manipulability is
MR which is hardly surprising, but not the main point.
In comparing the strategic behavior of voters in elections using methods
based on comparisons as versus MJ, Nagel [53] suggests that MJ may make it
more likely for voters to indulge in exaggerating their grades up and down, not
for rational reasons based on outside information (e.g., polls) but for psychological reasons made possible by the choice of one among several grades. “None
of the binary or preferential systems gives an incentive to vote strategically in
the absence of information, but majority judgment does.” As he states, there
is no way of knowing whether this will happen: the only test is experience.
Experience to date shows it does not happen (see Section 9.2 below).
Take another perspective to explore what might happen. Suppose there are
but two candidates, A and B, and that with the voters’ honest evaluations A’s
grades dominate B’s. The MG-rule (and all methods that satisfy the basic
axioms) necessarily ranks A ahead of B, as it should. Moreover, if the pair
is polarized the result must agree with MR, and the strategy-proofness of the
latter implies voters cannot change the outcome by manipulating. When the
pair is not polarized voters might manipulate by giving their preferred candidate
the highest possible grade, the other the lowest possible. There are, then, two
possible outcomes. (1) Their manipulation does not succeed (perhaps because
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the MG-rule is partially strategy-proof on the entire domain). Thus the MGrule has resisted strategic manipulation, as it should, and implemented the
correct outcome. (2) Their manipulation does succeed; but then, since the
result changed, it must agree with MR. Yet A’s grades dominated B’s, so the
majority rule errs.
The MG-rule corrects the MR in some cases though it may fail in others: it
is a step in the right direction. When voters manipulate, at worst the MG-rule
elects the MR-winner; when voters do not manipulate, the MG-rule places A
(whose grades dominate those of B) above B, which may or may not agree with
MR. The same remarks carry over to any pair of candidates when there are
more than two candidates.
Strategy-proofness is a very important property of a method when it implements correct decisions. However, when a method implements wrong decisions (as MR sometimes does) robustness against change should be relaxed by
asking less than strategy-proofness on the entire domain (e.g., partial strategyproofness). First and foremost a method should guarantee a correct decision
when voters or judges express themselves honestly; subject to that caveat, the
method should resist manipulation as best as possible.

8.4

Is meaningful

The traditional theory eschews any scale as inputs: only comparisons count.
Point-summing and other methods based on cardinal measures implicitly assume
that there is an interval scale, which is rare; so in the language of measurement
theory such methods are “meaningless.” Between these extremes—no scale and
a cardinal scale—lies an ordinal scale. Used by MJ—relying on the fact that
(in Dahl’s terms) there are uniformities in the expression of human feelings—it
is “meaningful” according to measurement theory.
To be meaningful the particular representation used for a set of grades should
make no difference in the ultimate outcome (e.g., comparisons of distances
should not change when the scale is in meters rather than yards). Specifically, a
method of ranking is order consistent if the order between any two candidates
for some opinion profile Φ is the same for an opinion profile Φ0 obtained from
Φ by any increasing, continuous transformation φ of the grades.
Given the merit profile of a candidate (α1 , . . . , αn ), αi ∈ Λ and αi  αi+1
for all i, the kth-order function is αk , the kth in the list of grades. The order
functions are clearly order consistent. MJ is order consistent because it may be
described as a lexi-order method: a first order function is applied and if it does
not distinguish the order between some two candidates, a second order function
is applied; if it does not distinguish between them, a third order function is
applied; and so on until the order between the two is distinguished. In fact, as
was first shown in the context of the welfarist approach, the unique monotone
and order consistent methods of ranking are the lexi-order functions [40, 29].
Welfarists have concentrated on the leximin social welfare ordering: the lowest
order function αn is applied first, if ties occur the next αn−1 is applied, and so
on. MJ is quite different and may be described as follows: the “middlemost”
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order function is applied first (if there are two middlemosts because there are
an even number of grades, the “middlemost” is the lower of the two); next the
middlemost of the remaining grades is applied, and so on.

8.5

A reconsideration of the welfarist approach

Welfarism is an approach “in which social welfare is taken to be function of—
and only of—individual utilities” (in the words of its originator A. Sen [62]).
Motivated by Arrow’s framework but including more information to avoid impossibilities, it is a very general, all encompassing theory that seeks to evaluate
the relative goodness to society of alternative courses of action—and so to make
a best choice—as a function of the utility or well-being each choice affords to its
individual members (e.g., [60, 61, 51, 15, 16, 37]). It avoids the Condorcet paradox and also the Arrow paradox, the latter for a fixed number of alternatives.
It has been said that “The grading model [of this paper] is formally identical to
the model of social choice with interpersonally comparable utilities [that is, the
welfarist model]” [36].
We disagree that the models are identical, but agree that they have important elements in common. Both approaches depend on measuring, welfarism
uses utilities, MJ uses merit. Both are axiomatic, both pay attention to the
meaningfulness problem, both appeal to IIA (though to its different formulations), both seek to avoid the traditional paradoxes. Welfarism goes beyond
GNP, concerned as it is with the satisfaction of each individual in society. MJ
seeks a practical methodology to rank skaters, wines and candidates that in
addition combats strategic manipulation.
However, grades are not judges’ or voters’ utilities. There is no reasonable,
practical way by which voters in elections or judges of juries can express their
utilities as inputs to a collective decision because utility is a function of the
output not the input; thus the welfarist model is not for voting (indeed, none of
its proponents have ever seriously proposed it actually be used in elections or
by juries). To illustrate the point Imagine n candidates are to be ranked. There
would have to be n! numbers, one for each possible ranking. And even if only
one candidate is to be elected with first-past-the-post the satisfaction of a voter
almost certainly depends on the scores of other candidates and not solely on
who is the winner. Reducing the utility of a voter to a single number for each
possible candidate is unrealistic. Moreover, the very notion of utility excludes
the idea that individuals might falsify them for strategic gains.
Utilities are measures of the satisfaction obtained with—or the relative wellbeing found in—alternate outcomes. Thus for example, Arrow [2] repeatedly
uses the term “satisfaction” when talking about utilities, and von Neumann
and Morgenstern assume that “the
 consumer desires to obtain a maximum of
utility or satisfaction” ([66] p. 8) . Grades are absolute measures of the merit
of candidates used as inputs, not satisfactions. Utilities are relative measures
used by voters to evaluate their satisfaction with the ouputs. A good example
of the difference is the 2002 French presidential election. The utility to leftists
for a Chirac (rightist) victory over Jospin (socialist) was the lowest possible;
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but their utility for a Chirac victory over Le Pen (extreme rightist) was the
highest possible, so they were delighted to see Chirac defeat Le Pen with 82%
of the votes in the second-round. However, these same voters would most likely
have given to Chirac (who had a mere 19.9% of the votes in the first round even
though the incumbent President) a grade of Fair or Poor (and to Le Pen the
grade To Reject) were he standing against Jospin, Le Pen or anyone else. MJ
makes no overall assumptions concerning voters’ or judges’ (unkown) utilities
on the outputs. Note, however, that if the inputs or grades depend on the set
of candidates—i.e., if voters change their grades when candidates are added or
dropped—then the Arrow paradox cannot be avoided. To avoid this the scale
must be fixed and absolute so that more or fewer candidacies does not change
the inputs or messages of other candidates.
There are technical differences between welfarism and the grading model as
well. The first axiom (called anonymity) of an axiomatic account of welfarism
([51] p. 33) states that a social welfare ordering function is indifferent between
any two identical sets of utilities (real numbers), independent of which agents
expressed which utilities. This assumes that a single agent’s preferences among
the alternatives plays no role; in the grading model this is a result (Theorem
3, that shows only the merit profile counts, not the opinion profile). This difference stems from the fact that welfarism uses the Arrow version of IIA (for a
fixed number of alternatives) whereas the grading model uses the Nash-Chernoff
formulation (for a variable number of alternatives). The former may well be the
important property for welfarism but experience shows that it is the latter property that is important in elections and competitions.
Utilitarianism is an instance of the welfarist approach where each alternative
is evaluated in terms of the total sum of utilities it affords its members; its realization in voting is a point-summing method that suffers from major drawbacks
(as was seen). Relative utilitarianism is utilitarianism where each individual’s
utility is scaled so that her preferred alternative is 1, her least preferred is 0 [30].
This erases all absolute evaluations and gives a 1 to a candidate when highly
regarded by a voter or when lowly regarded by another (so long as it is the highest: but many voters have a low regard for all candidates). It does not satisfy
Nash-Chernoff-IIA since adjoining an alternative can change the satisfactions
and so the outputs.
Sen [62] goes on to plead for positive results: “One object of noting an impossibility is to question the initial choice of axioms and to suggest what variations
in the axiomatic structure should be reconsidered.” This, of course, has been
the primary thrust of the grading model in the context of voting. But others
have begun to study a reformulation of the welfarist program by introducing ordinal scales to measure well-being [48]. They point out that “the social welfare
functional approach to social choice theory fails to distinguish between a genuine
change in individual well-beings from a merely representational change due to
the use of different measurement scales” ([48], p. 1). This makes it possible for
a change in well-beings to be compensated by a change in scale, hiding the real
change, and so resulting in the same ordering of the alternatives. Introducing
measures of well-being permits such kinds of change to be distinguished.
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In any case, a model’s meaning, formally or informally—how it is interpreted,
how it fits the purpose for which it is formulated—is what counts.

8.6

Close to practice

Increasingly practitioners use measures as inputs instead of rank-orders, and increasingly they head in the direction of MJ in that they eliminate equal numbers
of highest and lowest grades to combat strategic manipulation. One example is
diving (described above). A more insightful example is figure skating.
Since the end of the 19th century judges’ inputs in figure skating were and
continue to be grades. Before 2004 their only role was to determine each judge’s
rank-ordering of the competitors, the rank-orders constituting the inputs to
determine the jury’s rank-order. Then came the 1997 men’s European championships. A French skater, Candeloro, who with the other first five finishers had
already performed, was in 3rd place. After the performance of the (eventual)
6th place finisher, Vlascenko, Candeloro leaped to 2nd place: Arrow’s paradox—
a “flip-flop”—once again, this time the epsilon that tipped the scales. There
were nine judges, four placed Vlascenko 6th among the top six contestants,
three placed him 5th, one 4th, and one 1st. The use of comparisons as inputs
to the method for determining the outcome of competitions together with the
(suspected strategic) vote of one judge led to the adoption of the OBO (“oneto-one”) rule in 1998. Invented internally the OBO rule was independently
proposed by Dasgupta and Maskin in 2004 [28, 30]. Its inputs are rank-orders.
It orders the contestants by their number of MR wins in all head-to-head encounters, with ties broken by Borda’s rule. The 2001 Four Continents Figure
Skating Championships shows that in practice it is subject to both the Condorcet and Arrow paradoxes [9]. A year later, at the 2002 Olympic Games held
in Salt Lake City, OBO’s vulnerability to strategic manipulation in the pairsskating caused a major scandal and mayhem in the skating world. The story,
in short: a Russian pair placed 1st, a Canadian pair 2nd; the public and some
experts expressed outrage; a French judge confessed (then later denied) having
favored the Russians under pressure; the decision was changed to a tie for 1st;
deep divisions ensued in the skating world over what method to use; finally, in
2004, OBO was dropped and a new system adopted.
The new system uses grades but not to deduce judges’ rank-orders. There
are 12 judges. To combat strategic manipulation the system first eliminates the
scores of three randomly selected judges, then for each performance eliminates
the highest and lowest grades of the nine remaining judges, using the average of
the seven scores that remain. It is doubtful that the random elimination of three
judges does anything more than discard information: the three could be honest
so the impact of any remaining manipulators would be greater. Gymnasts are
ranked with a roughly similar system (as is diving, as seen above).
Accumulated experience—market forces—has increasingly pushed practical
people to (1) replace comparisons as inputs by measures and (2) ignore equal
numbers of highest and lowest grades to combat manipulation. Majority judgment simply goes all the way: it eliminates as many equal numbers of highest
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and lowest grades as required to distinguish any two competitors.

8.7

Eliminates the Condorcet and Arrow paradoxes

A principal aim in developing MJ was to avoid the Condorcet and Arrow paradoxes. It avoids Arrow’s paradox because using a scale of absolute grades implies
that a removal from or addition to the list of candidates or competitors does
not change the voters’ or judges’ evaluations of the others of the list.
As was emphasized earlier, these paradoxes are important: they occur. The
Condorcet paradox is not often observed in voting because few methods ask
voters for rank-orders as inputs. But even when they do, as for example the
Australian system, the raw data is unavailable so it is impossible to check: instead tables give the numbers of times each candidate is in first-place at each
stage of the alternative vote procedure. Estimates of the probability for the
Condorcet paradox to occur have been made by many. It grows to certainty as
the number of candidates and of voters increases. Under the impartial culture
assumption Fishburn [35] estimates the probability of the Condorcet paradox to
be .369 for seven candidates as the number of voters goes to infinity. However,
as early as 1876 C. L. Dodgson (aka Lewis Carroll) noted that strategic behavior could—and in his experience and subsequent analysis would—provoke the
Condorcet paradox, what he called a “cyclic majority” [31]. In any event it is a
clear imperative that elections and competitions must have transitive outcomes.
With traditional methods the Arrow paradox occurs frequently. When the
performances of competitors follow one another it occurs openly (as in skating).
In elections its occurrence can only be inferred, but its potential impact is enormous. Recall the election of George W. Bush instead of Al Gore in 2000 due to
the candidacy of Ralph Nader in Florida; the election of Jacques Chirac in 2002
instead of Lionel Jospin due to the presence of two other socialist candidates;
the election of Nicolas Sarkozy instead of François Bayrou (eliminated in the
first round) in 2007; the election of Bill Clinton in 1992 due to the candidacy
of H. R. Perot; the election of Woodrow Wilson in 1912 instead of Teddy Roosevelt or perhaps W. H. Taft (both Republicans though Roosevelt ran as the
candidate of the Progressive or Bull Moose Party), both candidates.

8.8

Works well

MJ is used. It ranked the five finalists for the 2009 Louis Lyons Award for
Conscience and Integrity in Journalism given by the Nieman Foundation of
Harvard University [9]. It has been tested in French presidential elections: in
an experiment carried out in parallel with the first round of the 2007 election
in Orsay ([5] pp. 10-16); in two national polls preceding the 2012 presidential
election conducted by OpinionWay (one of which is described above [8], the
other in [9]); in several experiments carried out in parallel with the first round
of the 2012 French Socialist Party presidential primaries [39, 9]; and two French
web sites invited viewers to use MJ online before the 2012 Socialist primary and
then before the 2012 national election (designed independently by them [56, 63]).
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The fusion of two research groups into one computer sciences laboratory at
Paris-Diderot University in 2015 required the choice of a name. Ten names
were considered, 95 persons expressed their opinions using MJ with a scale of
five grades: Good, Rather Good, Not Bad Not Good, Rather Bad, Bad. MJ
has been used for several years to rank-order applicants for faculty positions
by the mathematics department of the University of Montpellier; it was also
used for the same purpose in 2015 by the economics department at the École
Polytechnique, the computer sciences department at Paris-Dauphine University,
and the industrial engineering department at the University of Chile.
In these instances voters or judges displayed no difficulty in assigning grades
to candidates. Evaluating even many candidates or choices in a scale of grades
that carry understandable meanings seems to be cognitively simple. In contrast,
voters faced with many candidates using first-past-the-post have a considerably
more difficult task even when they wish to express themselves honestly but
realistically since their “favorite” may have no chance of being elected.

9
9.1

Majority judgment: objections
Not Condorcet-consistent, admits “no-show paradox”

Critics of MJ have primarily focussed on these two points [17, 19, 32, 36, 34].
The first has been clarified: while Condorcet-consistency is not a desirable
property in all circumstances, Condorcet-consistency on the restricted domain
of polarized pairs of candidates characterizes the majority-gauge. It is reasonable to recall, however, that most of the widely advocated methods are not
Condorcet-consistent when voters express themselves honestly, including approval voting, point-summing, Borda’s, first-past-the-post, and the alternative
vote (or instant run-off voting). However, MJ is solidly based on the fundamental idea of majority—not on the majority’s preference on pairs of candidates—
but on the majority’s evaluations concerning each candidate’s grades.
The no-show paradox occurs when it is better for a voter not to vote than to
express his opinion sincerely. However, every Condorcet-consistent method admits the no-show paradox [50]. Moreover, the only methods based on measuring
that exclude the no-show paradox are point-summing ([5] chpt. 17), but they
should be rejected for reasons given earlier. In any case the no-show paradox
is less likely to occur with MJ than for MR to result in a tie and is of little
importance in practice (as argued in [9] and a forthcoming paper [10]); and
it is insignificant when compared to the Arrow and Condorcet paradoxes and
strategic manipulation that are the really serious problems in elections.

9.2

Grades: for experts not voters

One critic declared [52]: “[As you have shown] methods based on grades are
necessary when the judgments of experts are aggregated since nuances in their
opinions have objective value (recall the French judge of figure skating who
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was punished precisely because it could be said that her grade was wrong). In
political elections [however] there is no question of obtaining such objectivity
and grades make no sense. Thus the two approaches have distinct domains of
application...” “I remain convinced that grades will never work in certain kinds
of collective decision making including political elections and small committees
when stakes are high.” Another [32] stated: “More importantly, there is a
fundamental difference between experts grading a wine competition and voters
grading candidates. One can easily imagine two voters agreeing completely on
all objective aspects of a candidate, e.g., policy preferences, honesty, future
states of the world should he be elected, etc., but radically disagree on the
grade. If one of the voters is pro-choice and the other is anti-abortion it is
certainly plausible that one voter will grade the politician Excellent and the
other as Reject. But if that is the case, in what sense is grading objective since
they agree on all objective measures of the candidate?” A third [19] wrote “[I]n
many political elections, I’m afraid, voters would [. . . give] their favorites the
maximum grade and their most serious competitors the minimum grade.”
A thermometer is objective. If judging figure skaters or wines was “objective” there would be an instrument to measure their merits; or, one single judge
would suffice. The same is true of judging candidates for office. The fundamental difficulty is that judging skaters, wines, and candidates is subjective precisely
because judges and voters have different opinions concerning them in a host of
different dimensions: there is no thermometer that “objectively” measures any
opinion in any dimension.
Juries and elections are attempts to make what is subjective “objective,” or
as close to objective as possible. It is incontestable that voters have nuances
of opinion on candidates, just as judges have nuances of opinion on the varying
performances of skaters or the varying properties of wines: every skating and
wine competition proves it, as does every use and experiment with majority
judgment. For example, in the famous 1976 “Judgment of Paris” [7] that pitted Bordeaux against California wines, the jury consisted of eleven well-known
connoisseurs. They used the standard French grading system of 0 (low) to 20
(high). Not one of the ten wines received a higher grade than 17, not one a
lower grade than 2. Despite the judges’ expertise and objectivity and the very
high quality of all the wines, one wine received16 17, 15, 13, 12, 11, 10, 10, 9, 8,
7, 2. A voter who bases her vote primarily or even completely on the intensity
of a candidate’s stance on the pro-choice to anti-abortion spectrum displays no
greater lack of “objectivity”; nor, indeed, does a voter that bases his evaluations on the glamor of candidates. In a democracy voters must have the right to
express themselves as they wish according to their conceptions of “objectivity.”
The stakes of an election may be high and critics may be afraid that voters
will be driven to give their highest grades to their favorites, the lowest to their
most serious competitors, but experience does not confirm these opinions. Simple inspection shows it is not true of the LAMSADE Jury (Table 2a). It is not
16 There is a slight discrepancy in how these grades are reported. Elsewhere we have erred,
reporting 11.5 for the fifth. It should be 11.
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true of the 2007 French presidential voting experiment (where twelve candidates
ran, MJ used a scale of six grades, and 1,733 voters participated [5] pp. 112115, [6]), nor of the 2012 French presidential poll described above (where ten
candidates ran, MJ used a scale of seven grades, and 737 voters participated)
as may be seen in Tables 8a,b.
2007:
2012:

Outs.
–
0.38

Exc.
0.69
0.64

V.Good
1.25
1.00

Good
1.50
1.15

Fair
1.74
1.49

Poor
2.27
1.86

Rej.
4.55
3.48

Total
12
10

Table 8a. Average number of grades per ballot, 2007 French presidential
election experiment and 2012 French presidential poll.
2007:
2012:

Outs.
–
34%

Exc.
52%
35%

V.Good
37%
23%

Good
9%
6%

Fair
2%
1%

Poor
0%
0%

Rej.
1%
0%

Total
100%
100%

Table 8b. Distributions of highest grades per ballot, 2007 French presidential
election experiment and 2012 French presidential poll.
In every experiment or poll using MJ in political elections, the lower the
grade, the more it is used. This simply reflects the growing frustration with
politicians. In the 2007 experiment half of the voters did not use the maximum
grade and in the 2012 poll two-thirds of the voters did not use the maximum
grade and a third used neither of the two highest. The significance of these
distributions have been challenged by some who say that “[voters gave intermediary grades] because they knew this was only an experiment and thus felt that
they could afford to be honest” [19].17
The Doctoral Council of the Université Paris-Dauphine had one extra fellowship—possibly two—to award in the early summer of 2015. There were three
candidates, one in computer sciences Sc , one in economics Se , and one in mathematics Sm . Sixteen members of the Council J1 , . . . , J16 , representing the university’s five disciplines (law and social sciences in addition to the three mentioned),
voted. In keeping with an often used scheme for classifying students, the scale
of grades used was A (highest), B, and C (lowest). This was not an experiment;
and when it comes to according fellowships to different disciplines the stakes are
high as all who are in academia know. The opinion profile is in Table 9a, the
merit profile and face-to-face votes together with the Borda counts in Table 9b.
The merit profile shows that Se dominates Sm which in turn dominates
Sc , so any method satisfying the axioms of Theorem 3 ranks the students in
that order (including majority judgment, approval voting, and point-summing).
Borda’s method puts Se in first place but reverses the order of the other two;
Condorcet’s also places Se first but declares a tie between Sm and Sc . Voters did
not confine themselves to the highest (A) and lowest (C) grades: 12 B’s were
given (together with 20 A’s and 16 C’s). Only five of the 16 voters confined
themselves to A’s and C’s. Moreover, although there were three grades and
three candidates only six voters rank-ordered them by using all three grades.
17 This

point of view denies the significance of polls.
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Se
Sm
Sc

J1
B
B
A

J2
A
C
C

J3
A
B
C

J4
A
B
A

J5
A
A
C

J6
A
A
B

J7
A
C
B

J8
B
A
C

Se
Sm
Sc

J9
A
C
C

J10
B
A
C

J11
A
C
B

J12
B
C
A

J13
A
B
A

J14
B
C
A

J15
C
A
C

J16
C
A
C

Table 9a. Opinion profile, extra fellowship, Doctoral Council, Université
Paris-Dauphine, summer 2015.
Merit profile:
A B C
Se
9 5 2
Sm 6 4 6
Sc
5 3 8

Se
Sm
Sc

Face-to-face majority votes:
Se
Sm
Sc
Borda Score
–
10.5 10.0
10.25
5.5
–
8.0
6.50
6.0 8.0
–
7.00

Table 9b. Merit profile and face-to-face majority votes, extra fellowship,
Doctoral Council, Université Paris-Dauphine, summer 2015.
Recall that the LAMSADE Jury’s behavior was similar (Table 2a): every
judge used but four grades though five were available and there were six candidates; one judge did not used the highest grade; and only one used the lowest.
With rare exceptions voters and judges have not to date confined themselves
to maximum and minimum grades in experiments, polls, and real uses of MJ.

9.3

Not faithful: dissimilar understandings of grades

Some have said that voters do not have a common understanding of the meanings of grades, the scales are not faithful. But what about all other methods?
Do voters mean the same thing when casting first-past-the-post or approval
votes? Clearly not. Do voters mean the same thing when their inputs are rankorders? Again, clearly not, for in rank-ordering candidates two voters who put a
candidate in first (or any other) place may have vastly different opinions about
them ranging from excellent down to mediocre. MJ’s grades can only improve
the commonality of meaning: two Excellents have much more in common than
two first-ranked candidates, two To Rejects have much more in common than
two last-ranked candidates or two Disapproves.
A crucial feature of a MJ ballot aims at promoting interpersonal comparisons
of grades: judges and voters are charged with answering precise questions (see
Section 2.2). This is not true of other methods. First-past-the-post and AV,
for example, ask nothing other than ticking boxes: voters give one or several
ticks in response to their own questions. The Australian system asks voters for
their rank-orders on candidates but as just mentioned two identical rank-orders
may carry vastly different meanings. So in all these cases there is no valid
interpersonal comparisons of inputs.
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The grades used in the following instances are clear for their purposes:
• Good, Rather Good, Not Bad Not Good, Rather Bad, Bad, devised and
used at Paris-Diderot University;
• 0 to 10 in jumps of 1/2 (together with detailed explanations of their meanings) as used and carefully explained in diving;
• any of the many traditional academic scales such as the American A down
to E or F , the French 0 up to 20, or the German sehrgut (very good),
gut (good), befriedigend (satisfactory), ausreichend (sufficient), mangelhaft (deficient);
• Excellent, Very Good, Good, Passable, Poor, To Reject, as has been offered
as possible answers to a precise question in voting.
The words have understandable meanings and the numbers are defined. Both
acquire—and have acquired—meaning in use. Wittgenstein’s famous phrase—
“the meaning of a word is its use in the language”—is operative. There may, of
course, be severe judges who tend to give low grades and lenient ones who tend
to give high grades. This must be tolerated because it expresses their judgment
and that is what they are asked to give.
The six grades given above were used in the 2007 French presidential experiment at Orsay by the 1,733 persons who participated [5, 9]. They constituted
a wide spectrum from different walks of life. Mild shades of dissimilarity may
exist in the use of two neighboring grades such as Good and Very Good, but
to a much lesser degree than the inputs of other methods of voting. Extensive
analysis of the 2007 Orsay experiment showed that the frequencies of use of
each of the grades were substantially the same throughout the electorate (of
1,733 voters), supporting the idea that voters had similar understandings of the
grades ([5] chpt. 15). Table 10 is but one piece of evidence for this.
Precinct
1st
6th
12th

Excellent
0.7
0.7
0.7

Very Good
1.2
1.2
1.4

Good
1.5
1.4
1.6

Passable
1.7
1.7
1.8

Poor
2.3
2.3
2.2

To Reject
4.7
4.6
4.3

Table 10. Average number of grades per ballot (total of 12), 2012 French
presidential experiment (Orsay).
Finally, voting experiments have conformed with intuition: candidates may
often be identified simply by the distributions of their grades (seeing how consensual, how polarized, how held in esteem or in contempt they may be). Moreover,
when the entire electorate expresses itself (in polls or experiments) in a presidential vote as many as half the voters never use Excellent and Very Good whereas
in a party’s presidential primaries when only the party faithful express themselves the grades are much higher with Excellent and Very Good used frequently.
For voters the grades have clear absolute meanings.
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These (and many other) examples are instances of faithful scales; in any
case, they are much more faithful than inputs of first-past-the-post, AV, or
rank-orders.

9.4

Order changes when neighboring grades merged

A method based on a scale of grades Λ is scale-stable if when it ranks one
candidate above another it does the same when two neighboring grades are
merged into one grade. Scale-stability seems a desirable property.
Theorem 7 No method satisfying Axioms 1* and 2-8 is scale-stable on the
entire domain of opinions. Every method satisfying the Axioms is scale-stable
on the limited domain of pairs of candidates where one’s grades dominate the
other’s.
Proof. Suppose a method M satisfying the axioms and using the grades
Λ : λ1  λ2  · · ·  λk is scale-stable and that A M B when A’s grades
do not dominate B’s. The absence of domination implies there is at least one
grade λi (i < k) for which B has more grades equal to λi and higher than does
A. Merge λi with the next higher grade, then the two with the next higher,
and continue until λi and all higher grades are merged into one grade λ↑ ; and
similarly merge all grades lower than λi into one grade λ↓ . Since M is scalestable A M B using the two grades λ↑  λ↓ . But on the two grades B’s
dominate A’s, a contradiction that proves the first assertion. Theorem 3 proves
the second assertion.
In practice dominations are frequent. The LAMSADE Jury (Table 2b) had
six competitors, so 15 comparisons, 13 were dominations. The 2012 Socialist
presidential primaries had six competitors, so 15 comparisons: in two different
voting precincts 13 were dominations (the rankings were different) [39]. The
2007 French presidential election had twelve candidates, so 66 comparisons: in
the voting experiment conducted in Orsay that included 1,733 participants, 50
were dominations [5, 6]. The French 2012 national presidential poll reported
on above (Table 3a) had ten candidates, so 45 comparisons, 34 were dominations. There were ten possible names for the newly formed computer sciences
laboratory at Paris-Diderot University, so 45 comparisons, 40 were dominations.
The results suggest that there should be a sufficient number of grades to
avoid any voter from giving the same grade to two candidates when she sees
a difference in their merit. For if there are too few grades a voter who sees a
difference but believes two candidates merit the same grade could be motivated
to manipulate the grades to express his difference of opinion, thereby violating
the conclusion of Theorem 6. And if A is ranked above B with a sufficiently
rich set of grades, Theorem 7 shows that a restriction in the set of grades may
induce an error by changing the outcome.
However, practicality, the need for a common usage of grades, and experimental evidence pushes for fewer grades. In the most cited paper of the first
hundred years of the Psychological Review G. A. Miller [47] concluded, “There
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is a clear and definite limit to the accuracy with which we can identify absolutely the magnitude of a unidimensional stimulus variable. I would propose
to call this limit the span of absolute judgment, and I maintain that for unidimensional judgments this span is usually somewhere in the neighbourhood of
seven.” Voters and judges are asked for unidimensional evaluations in that they
must themselves integrate their appreciation for all aspects of a performance or
a candidate’s competence. Experts in judging figure skaters, divers, gymnasts,
or wines may, however, have the finesse to discern refinements that demand finer
scales; in figure skating, for example, judges use a scale of 13 grades (for each
part of a performance) and in diving a scale of 21 (for each dive).
No. of grades:
2007:
2012:

1
1%
1%

2
2%
6%

3
10%
13%

4
31%
31%

5
42%
36%

6
14%
13%

7
–
1%

Total
100%
100%

Table 11. Percentages of ballots with k grades,
2007 French presidential election experiment (12 candidates) and
2012 French presidential poll (10 candidates).
The evidence with MJ in voting concords with Miller’s finding (Table 11).
In the 2007 experiment where voters were offered a scale of six grades only
14% used all six although there were twelve candidates. In the 2012 poll voters
had a scale of seven grades, yet the number of grades they used is remarkably
similar to that of the participants in the 2007 experiment, only 1% using all
seven grades to evaluate ten candidates. This suggests that at least five grades
are necessary, six is a good number, seven is unnecessary.
Experimental evidence shows too few grades can induce error. The 2012
presidential poll asked participants to vote in the ten face-to-face races between
each pair of the five principal candidates using the usual MR (asking for all 45
races was asking them too much). This suffices to find the rank-order among the
five according to the Condorcet and Borda methods (Table 12). The methods
of Condorcet (or MR), Borda and MJ—all of which use richer inputs—concord
to give the same ranking. The first-past-the-post (FPP) result is very different.

Hollande
Bayrou
Sarkozy
Mélenchon
Le Pen

Hollande
–
48.4%
46.1%
31.5%
35.9%

Bayrou
51.6%
–
43.5%
40.6%
29.5%

Sarkozy
53.9%
56.5%
–
49.5%
34.3%

Mélenchon
68.5%
59.4%
50.5%
–
40.3%

Le Pen
64.1%
70.5%
65.7%
59.7%
–

Borda Score
59.5%
58.7%
51.4%
45.3%
35.0%

FPP
1st
5th
2nd
4th
3rd

Table 12. Face-to-face majority votes, 2012 French presidential poll.
In an experiment done in parallel with the 2012 French presidential election
using approval voting [14] the data was adjusted to conform with the actual
first-round national results as was done for the results given in Tables 3b and
12, so the two results are comparable. Approval voting orders the five candidates
differently than the common order determined by the methods of Condorcet,
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Borda and majority judgment as may be seen in Table 13. Whereas the latter three methods place Bayrou comfortably ahead of Sarkozy, approval voting
places him behind; and Le Pen drops to 5th not 8th as she does with the richer
language of majority judgment. This suggest that two grades are insufficient.
Hollande
49.44%

Sarkozy
40.47%

Bayrou
39.20%

Mélenchon
39.07%

Le Pen
27.43%

Joly
26.69%

Poutou
13.28%

Dupont-Aignan
10.69%

Arthaud
8.35%

Cheminade
3.23%

Table 13. Approving voting results, 2012 French presidential experiment
(Strasbourg, Louvigny and Saint-Etienne) [14].
It is well known that different questions or words elicit different answers.
Designing a scale is a practical question that goes well beyond mathematical
modelling. Users of MJ to date—e.g., the Louis Lyons jury, university juries
charged with rank-ordering applicants for faculty positions, staff determining a
name for their research group—have had no difficulty in choosing a scale and
using it. Nor have those who have chosen numerical scales for evaluating divers,
figure skaters or gymnasts. In elections a scale once chosen should be treated
as a constitutional clause: fixed and unchanging (but with difficulty subject
to amendment). The law cannot mandate restrictions on a voter’s domain of
opinions but it can mandate a definitive choice of a common language of grades.

9.5

Nothing but the median with tie-breaking rules

MJ has been described as a rule of ranking based on the median (as opposed, for
example, to the average) together with “an elaborate set of rules for breaking
ties. These are plausible, but there are other tie-breaking rules that would
probably work just as well” [19]. This misleads: MJ invokes no tie-breaking
rules, it is based on one simple idea.
A succinct complete description of MJ is this:
For each pair of competitors ignore as many equal numbers of highest
and lowest grades of their merit profiles as possible until domination
or consensus decides when there are few judges, or domination decides when there are many voters.
A simple diagram pictures the method:
A’s merit profile:

···

···

···

z }| {
[· · · l · · ·]

···

···

···

B’s merit profile:

···

···

···

[· · · l · · ·]
| {z }

···

···

···

The middlemost blocks (bracketed around the center, l) for which A’s grades
dominate B’s or is more consensual than B’s places A above B. There are the
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same number or percentage of grades to the left and to the right of the bracketed
grades; and the same number to the left and to the right of the center within
the brackets.
For an example with few judges take students B and C of the LAMSADE
Jury (Table 14a). Eliminating the highest and lowest grades of the merit profiles
gives the smallest truncated merit profiles that differ: in the latter the inside
grades are identical, only the extremities differ. B’s truncated profile is more
consensual than C’s so MJ ranks B above C.
B:
C:

Excellent
Excellent

V. Good
Excellent

V. Good
V. Good

V. Good
V. Good

V. Good
Good

B:
C:

V. Good
Excellent

V. Good
V. Good

V. Good
V. Good

V. Good
Good

Good
Passable

Table 14a. Merit profile and truncated merit profile to rank students B and C,
LAMSADE Jury.
For an example with many voters take Hollande (H) and Bayrou (B) of the
2012 national presidential poll (Table 14b). Eliminating18 (50 − 4.95 − )%
of the highest and the lowest grades of the merit profiles yields the smallest
truncated merit profiles that differ: in the latter the inside grades are all Good
(2 × 4.95 = 9.90% of them), only the extremities differ. The lowest grades
of each are the same, Good ; Hollande’s highest is Very Good, Bayrou’s Good ;
Hollande’s truncated profile dominates Bayrou’s, so MJ ranks Hollande above
Bayrou.

H
B

Outstanding
12.48%
2.58%

H
B

Excellent
16.15%
9.77%

Very
Good
16.42%
21.71%

Good

l

Good

Fair

Poor

4.95%
15.94%

l
l

6.72%
9.30%

14.79%
20.08%

14.25%
11.94%

Very
Good
%

Good

Good

l

Good

0%
%

4.95%
4.95%

l
l

4.95+%
4.95+%

To
Reject
14.24%
8.69%

Table 14b. Merit profiles and truncated merit profiles to rank Hollande and
Bayrou, 2012 French presidential poll.
This description highlights the consensual, majoritarian nature of MJ. It
shows that MJ is based on a genuine generalization of the notion of median to
the middlemost grades that invokes no “tie-breaking” rules.19
18 

may be thought of as one single grade.
the majority-gauge (p, α, q) of a candidate various rules for determining the order
come naturally to mind when two candidates’ majority-grades α are the same. They have the
allure of tie-breaking rules: e.g., rank them according to p − q, or the highest p, or the lowest
q. However, as is proven, only the majority-gauge rule coincides with the majority rule and
combats strategic manipulation on polarized pairs.
19 Given
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Conclusion

The intent of this article is to convince readers of the following main points:
• Majority rule for electing one of two candidates is not, with the exception
of the very special case of a polarized electorate, a good method.
• Condorcet consistency, in consequence, is not a desirable property, contrary to the widely held view, and should certainly not be considered
axiomatic.
• Comparisons as inputs to methods of voting are insufficient expressions of
opinions and should be replaced by ordinal measures.
• The scale of grades should be as rich as possible to allow voters and judges
to make a distinction between two candidates or competitors whenever
they believe there is a distinction; in voting, six or seven grades seem to
be good choices.
• Theoretical and practical evidence combine to show majority judgment is
a serious contender for juries and electorates to use in designating winners
and rankings among competing alternatives and candidates.
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